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gOeS 
off the 
. . . .  track 
i~;i ''/ " . '  " " " By CARLA Wl l ,8ON 
..:..~.: •, ~ .' HeraldStaff Writer 
Four'freight cars derailed 
.~ ' .... '"- . . . .  ' at theCaundian National 
. ' : " "  • Railway . (CNR)yard in 
~/ .:, TerraceMonday and one of 
. them leaked a few'cubic 
' .yards of powdered am- 
.-L " " ; .ACNR supervisor at the 
"- scene said the derailment 
was caused bye  flaw in a 
" light steel rail in the yard. 
The.crew had just recently 
: - ' rep!aeed the next raft over 
with heavier steel, he said.. 
• , '  ; " , • ~Tbe line to Prince Rupert 
; in :cleared.',, Transportation 
, . ~.. : Can~d~~In Quebec. is in- 
~" 'not '  sure what type the 
ammonia.is, aid Cliff Best, 
- Terrace. fire chie£ . 
: : ,".The_ :: f i l  e ' deportment  is 
'~ .: " e~t iy  treating in as if it is 
, .  " • . ammonia sulphate, Best" 
: .. " said. The ammonia  is being 
L "' '. " " ' kept ~ and heat,and Sparks 
~+ . ." , .are'kept away from it, he 
:~":-" ' "" .... '~ ld . -  ' 
/ J "  ' " ' : :There i s  no immediate 
..... . . -  ~nger  Best ktressed, saying 
,~-~...:.ii the.sttuation Is under con- 
,: ....-: " . trol. lil  ~iii:: :" If the ammonia becomes wet tbere is a possibility, it 
"' '~could"give off a gas. said 
.,' Best. He 5as' reeeiwd in- 
" ' ; . .  /w" 
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,l~'t. not  on the 
n;.."eff~te of ~e am-  
he sgid. 
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i!e a rea  a t  . th~ ,east ,end "o f the  ,Ter race  
s dera i lment  o¢cured Monday.  
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/ are.n~|e.amng. 
,. T b:'e ; P'r  o v l n c i a . l  
Emergency Progr+ ,am (PEG) 
will be' reporting to the fire 
department and advising 
them of the different ways of 
handi~ing the ~;ituntion. h~, 
said. ~ 
The'  accidentl occured at 
approximately 9:05 p.m.,  
said the Terrace,RCMP. 
'CNR crews quit working" 
about midnight Monday and' 
expect to have the station 
totully'cleuned upin about a 
.'j-~": +:.;,.'.:~, ..:  ,;'.- . : . ,  . 
(cP) . i s  
meae/ve power project id .  water 
British Columbia should he generators. 
assessed by the. - en -  
viroufi~ental standards of 
l~eO rather than by those ef 
1950, used when the project 
was originally given ap- 
proval, Progressive Con- 
servatlve MPs from the 
province said Monday. 
They uq led  the federal 
government tohold a public 
Inquiry into the sec~d pha~ 
C0 ncil • Canada 's  • Kemano 
__  • deve lopment  because 
 _ nrm mn_   mea and Indian lands, 
vv= ~i~.~i ,  i s  , v  bulb federal reapomibilitiea, 
, , ,  _s. _ .  will be affected. : "  
DLJIIOIn S Lone  . her 
- - - - " - - " '~- - ,  . - for Prince Ge~g~.Buc~eY" 
t Terrace city council voted" Valley, and~ L0rne 
Monday to tell the owners of .~reenaway, ~ner  sor 
two fire-damaged buildings Ca .rtl.)o.o'Chll.cet~t~!~aid 
that they must be proj~., t w o~. a reuuce wa~.r 
demolished by their owners sup~uea.m e o,~, xn~r~r 
~ieht -  ~,~ ,40-a  ne  ,~la,~ the  c i ty  an(1  oamage salmon 
W~IU~ i~uu~u= m .~v~m would do it and charge the ~rs .  
~to del/vermore Alcan:; i~ea tO :proesod 1950, but local OPlX~Ition-is 
to Kemano und~ a provlnelal water stm~g and the provincial 
" f ights  agreement IssuedIn government has mentioned 
F,sner" - ies vow! charges 
if Alcan!;iihordes water 
• . .~;.i~.~:,,: ~.,,i,.',, ! ~ .:,:. 
By GAIL!~TINGA order .'~ pr0~ct "spawning like the water flow in-' 
creased," said David Herald Staff Writer grounds;  . ~ - 
F isher ies officials claim ~ company/@okeeman, 
that unless Alcan increases hawev.er,-says that,there is 
the ,  ~ater supply i n  the no evidence that damage to 
Nechako River, it may face the fish iS being done under 
charges under the Fisheries the presenL water ra~te. He 
Actasearlya~theend0fthis refused to  eommevt o'n 
week. • .  whether Alcan' is takin~ the 
/ They daimthat he water , impending charges eriously 
low from the Skins Lake or not ' ," 
Spillway must be.increased "Thecase has never been 
from the present' rate of 500 made to us on this matter hy 
cubic feet per second to a fisheries, they have only 
I000 cubic feet per second in indieated that -they would 
Dunsmuir; a public'relations 
employee at Alcan. 
The fisheries deparlment 
has been after Alcan for 
some time now to change the 
water flow rate, Both need 
the water, Alcan to maintain 
its power supply and the. 
fi.sheries to' .protect the 
spawPing grounds, but this 
year dUe to a low snow pack 
the need has heeome more 
desperate~ 
-. • , . , ,~ . " ,  : , . , - ,  ~' - : . . .  : .  :., , ~,~,-~;.). 
Westend ,WestendJ 
Food Mad Chevron SerVii 
Open 
6:30am - 11 pm 
7 days a week 
635.5274 
~ -  Open 
~ 24 Hours' 
,635-7228 
"We Satisfy Tummy & Tank 
365 DAYS A YEAR""  
L 
Summer long 
constitUtional 
talks begining 
Trudeau Sees debate 
as the cu/mination 
By PAUL  GF,88ELL " 
OTTAWA (CP)~-  Prime 
IVlinister Trudeau and the 10 
premiers officially kicked df 
a posbreferendum con- 
stitutional debate Monday 
that is to last throughout the 
summer and climax with a dusty British North America ~
crucial meating Sept. 6-12. Act of 1867. " : 
Following an eight-hour " , , Ithinkwe'reontl l~ri~t" 
session with the premiers, track," said Now Bnmswlch 
Trndeau told reporters that  Premier Richard Hatfield. 
failure to agree on 12 maJ_or . Saskat~ewa n • .p..n~ter.. 
points ea-~,mu~ /k~d, (or .. st. .u~/ , AHan ..B!ake~y ~u.m~=~,.m,m, 
would be a dinaster~,wBue WtllL,be :"a mus.~/ 
Success could make.herus of effort" , throughout., me 
them all. • - • .." ' Summer to. reach, q~- . .  
A committee f federal merits. Ontario Fremmr wu- 
and provincial ministers - siam Davis said everyone ex- 
begins Indepth study next pressed a'f irm',dee~'e 
week of such iuuce as  ~nove ahead, "  Renewed 
resource  ownersh ip ,  federalism will take place," 
language rights, fisheries, added Nova Scots Premier 
Senate reformand patriatlun John Buchanan 
of the 113.year-old eon- ~ebec Premler Rene Le- 
stitution now reatlng in the . vesque prqmised to  co- 
British Parliament. operate but warned thnt any 
The September conference new constitution must 
is to "finalize . the. uphold what he considers to 
agreemente".hammerea out " . .'..: . . 
by a series of miniaterlal . :  0,-,,~ ~¢=~= 
meetings this summer. / :: ,. o~...l~.U~l~, -- 
1 . .  
" •" ' ' •  " t .  
,~ . -  . 
r . . . .  
. l  " 
Many' o f the  premiers ~ :~ 
emerged from the pr ime :.- ., 
mlzdstor's stone manJdm ~"st= -- 
24 Sussex Dr. eaying,  they  ,". 
have embarked .on, ~e.  
proper course ~ to.~al.v, e~" ' ' 
Canada replacement to the 
Terrace  council, 
owners .  
The Seven Seas 
Restaurant on S~09 Kalum 
St. and the Lazelle 
Professiona~ Building or/ 
Lazelle Avenue would beth 
• require more than 75 per 
eeat of the original cost to 
br~A !hem up to  standard, 
skid Oene Thomas who 
summarized the building 
inspector's report. 
The main floor, of the 
restaurant was gutted and. 
the interior of the 
professional building was 
gutted, the morta~ system 
ruined and the top storey 
demolished, said Thomas. 
He was at the professional 
building before the hearing 
and reported seeing 
hypodermic needles and old 
wine bottles lying on the 
floor. 
One wall in the ~ feasional buildidg had no nforcement, so Thomas 
eaid he assumed the other 
walls didn't have rein- 
"forcement etthe~. The 
building is a hazard and a 
~blie nuisance, he said• 
Some buildings in town 
W&re constructed without 
steel reinforcing in the past; ~ 
said Thomas. There are no 
The ;800-milllon project is 
designed to .mote than 
double thepewer LX~luctlon 
ef Alcan's ~dMing'Kemano 
facility which fuels the 
company 's '  a luminum 
smel~r at Kltlmat in north- 
,mktern n.c ,  
Designed eventually to 
power ,three new smelters 
planned hy Alcan, the 
pro~eet involves, expanded 
dams and tunnels that would 
cut the flow of the Nechako 
River and chan~e the flow .of 
Terrace mill 
fire doused 
A tire in the sawmill of 
Terrace Forest Products on 
Monday was put out shortly" 
after it began, reported a 
frefighter from the Terrace 
fire department. 
The fire began just after 7 
p.m. in {he sawdust and 
climbed the wall of one of the 
buildings. The building's 
sprinklers kept the fire 
under control, said Cliff 
Best, the Terrace fire chief. 
' The fire department 
doesn't know how the fire 
legal consequences but the started and electricians 
owners .are foolish to omit -checked the damage for 
reinforcing because the clues. 
' building has no resistance to Firemen attended the fire 
earthquakes and it for about 45 minutes, the fire 
downgrades the building, he was not ~ha( serious, said a 
Said. Terrace fireman.. 
• . - ; : - '  . / '  . 
the ~p0~ibWty ef a public 
inquiry. 
G~rge Handerkon, parlia- 
mentary . secretary  to 
:Fisheries Mlninter. Romee 
LeBianc, sa id  Monday. the 
minister has, eaid he 
~favors a. puhllc inquiry. • 
Mccoiah said outside ti~ 
Commons that "96 per cent 
of the. people ( in  the. area).  
are violently opposed to the 
proJsot" because ~ what he 
called, its potential mm- 
strous effect on fish, wildlife, 
the environment and water 
supplies. 
The Fraser River, one of 
the province's richest 
eaimon-produdng streams, 
would also be affected 
because .tributaries would 
contribute less water and 
water temperatures would 
change. 
Greenaway said Alcan 
shouldn't be allowed to 
proceed on the basis of the 
~icial  tape .so, thus' Whole 
Herald StuffWriter " ~h'ii~ can~be lgnored,"said 
,As." of' ,Monday, /on . ly  ~::N-rattress. " 
reI~or ter?s - o f f ic  ia l l y  "" The municipality Owns two 
associated with news media tape recorders but she said 
will be allowed to bring tape 
recorders to Terrace council 
meetings. 
Molly Nattress, a Terrace 
council member, introduced 
a motion to council 
restricting the use of tape 
recorders to the media and 
the administration of the 
District of Terrace. 
A lderman He lmut  
Giesbrecht pointed out this 
motion excluded any 
freelance reporter from 
taping meetings' and 
precludes council members 
from, doing any taping. 
"Any elected official is 
made into a second.class 
citizen because he doesn't 
have the same rights as the 
media," said Giesbrecht. 
The only disruption that 
occured in council recently 
over taping was because of 
one individual, he Said, 
Giesbrecht was referring 
to Vic Jo!!iffe. former mayor 
, and former alderman. 
Jolliffe had brought his 
tape recorder to a council 
1950 agreement, meeting and had been asked Crown owned,B C Cellulose to rsmove i t ,  i l e  took i t  to the "Times have changed," he d or of the council chamb rs 
" . , said in an interview. "Back and pointed the microPhone 
Id be mak, ng comeback 
at the council members. 
" about salmon-spawning Mayor ,David Maroney 
C U , 8rounds "~and the en- called the RCMP who at- U ...- • ~r0nment I self." tended and did not get in- 
Jaycees plan 
parade here 
volved. Jolliffe later 
returned to the meeting 
keeping his tape recorder 
with him. 
This incident sparked 
debate on the issue of tape' 
recording council meetings. 
Nattress said she in- 
troduced her motion to 
create a clear policy on the 
they are not good enough 
quality to be used and would 
have to be supplemented 
with a complete public ad- 
dress which the municipality 
does not own. 
Lily Nielsen had presented 
a 'statement earlier in the 
meeting opposing the, 
motion. 
"Council's choice appears 
to be starting a trend toward 
an authoritarian eharac- 
teristic favoring con- 
centration of political- 
power," she said. "l believe 
that one of the politician's 
responsibilities is to allow 
the public to have a choice." 
Nielsen recommended 
council tape meetings and let 
the general public listen to 
the tapes at the municipal 
hall. 
Maroney repli,k] that this 
proposal would be too ex- 
pensive to implement and 
not many people would want 
to hear the tapes. 
There was discussion on 
the motion when it was in- 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Ray Will,ton. prmident of 
B,C, Ceilulone Co. says a 
conmdtant's report shows 
Ocean Falls Corp. could 
become a major logging 
headquarters on the coast 
with employment matching 
the former pulp and paper 
operat ion beckuse  out-dated 
equ ipment  and wood supply  
problems led to huge  
financial nsce, 
Instead, the government 
said it would proceed with a 
twoyear experiment in 
peoducing wood timbere and 
chips, and ordered a study 
into the feaslhility of using 
troduced. 
Giesbrecht asked what 
would happen if he brought 
in his own tape recorder and 
said the RCMP had said they 
would not get involved in this 
issue. 
Maroney replied the 
RCMP had not said anything 
to him about not becoming 
involved. Bob Hallsor,~ad- 
ministrator for ~ ".the 
municipality, said the'RCMP 
would support council's 
bylaw. 
The motion was carried 
when it was put to a ~ote. 
Giesbrecht and Talstra 
o 
all its raw material on the 
open market because it had 
no timber-cuttlng rights. 
Government officials said 
if the now experiment were 
successful, It could lead to 
construction of a UOO-m~on 
bleached-kraft pulp mill 
oduci~ about 600-tons a
The Terrace Jaycees are 
planning a parade to be held 
Sunday, June 22, the 
weekend set aside for Fun 
and Fitness In Terrace. days, 
About 410 employees atthe low-quallty wood in the mid- Williston eaid once the via- The parade will follow the issue and to prevent in- voted ngainst the motion and 
Crown.owned mill produced coast region, bility of the initial project is theme of the Weekend, dividunls indiscriminately Aldermen David Pease~Jl0 b 
pulpandpaperunW a Ma~h Ocean Falls Corp. prov e~.. them c~strucli0n ef allowing only people walking editing their tapes, cooper, AI Purschk~ knd 
decision to close the previously wee forced to buy a pulp mm wlu go ahead: together in their groups. "I would like to see an Nattress voted for it. 
Dead man's return poses problems 
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) -- A BHtiah declaring her husbanddead, punhingupdaiaiee, butwas never advlsed of Thecourtdeclaionereatessomeproblema 
Columbia man has returned from the dead But Larwn was alive and well and living his condition. " for Beatrice. She has said "I do" twice since 
-- eaunlng some interesting problems for his inOntarlo, Itwasn't until iast year after be Larsen applied to have the courts.revoke her union with Larsen, but now has 
wife or widow, had moved to Quesnel and proposed to the 1963 order, which they did Monday. ^ c- discovered beth tripe to the altar were in- 
toally, he had to have a lawyer make the valid. AsfarashiswlfeBeatricewasconcerned, another woman that he lcerned he had been upplicati~, on his behalf, because dead 
Douglas Grant Lareen disappeared without dead all this time. 
a ~aee in the mld-1950s. When she wanted to Larsen, 48,. paid income tax and had people can t correspond with the courts, She now is living in Vancouver with her 
remarry in 1963 and couldn't find Larsen to dealings with various levels oi governments He was reluctant to discuss the case for third husband and their seven-year-old 
divorce him. she obta~ed a court oi'der ill the 17 years he wan supposed to have been personal reasons, daughter. 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:;: ~:~ .,'~ :~ . . . . . .  ...::: ~..-. • -~_~_~_~; 
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What could be better than to spend Saturday morning wat- 
ching a fire. Firemen may not have seen it as such but these 
children thought the brush f l re ln  Kitlmat was a real treat. 
MONEY'S 
MUSHROOMS 
WHOLE or SLICED 
10 oz. 
() 
I 
ib:pkg' '* +•+/+ 
LIMIT !:: :! 
4 
AYLMER 
TOMATOES 
28 OZ. 
e°~, , . 
, , , , • 
The fire, which covered 60 to 80 acres, broke out shortly 
before I0 a.m. and wasn't contained until early afternoon. 
Photo by Gall Dotings 
.,,...,,.+tTION IS DRIVING UP PRICES 
ON EVERYTHING. BUT.... WATCH US! 
AT THE PRICE BUSTERS RETAILS ARE 
COMING DOWN...CHECK FOR YOURSELVES!! 
MILK 
GEH~+ZEDor 2% 
DUNCAN HINES 
CAKE MIXES 
litre carton 
1111 
"-il 520 g.• 
DAIRYLAND 
COTTAGE 
CHEESE 
) 
) 
(,' 
' . i+  ; ,  '.:, 
CREAMED or 2% 
500 g. tub 
McKENZIE 
, STEELE & BRIGGS 
GARDEN SEEDS 
(All Varieties) 
i 
Vn~.  
. f 
o . 
De ~UeDec'a! r l l~K .  [0  " 'non-"  
determination" and must not : • 
Invade : : provincial., Jii- 
reed/eLlen over: educaUon by 
saying Enallsh-and Irrench- 
Canadians have a riaht to 
attend schools in  the 
inn~age of, their chdce. 
Alberta Ps'emler Peter 
Lonaheed said he wW. par- 
tieipate in the constitutional 
d i scuss ions  ~ unen- 
thuMastically because he is 
more concerned about oh-' 
tn l~ a higher prl~ for 
Alberta oil, :- 
Despite some rumhliNIs of 
discmtent - -  a traditional 
occurrence ~at federal- 
provincial conelav~ --  the ' 
constitutional 'debate that 
Trudeau and some 1~remiers ". 
p romised  Quebeeers  
followin8 the redeL.alist 
victory in  the May 20 
rofer~dum on soverelanty- •
,association has bel~.. And it 
Could lead • to  a ma jor  
overhaul of the constitution 
within the tentative l~-month 
q~udeau said later ;Mm-+ 
day that sUccess at tbe  
Sel~nber co~ere~e eo~d 
~'ompt him.to +~mBn ,me 
Liberal leaoershlp sgatn, 
• knowing the goal he sought 
when he entered federm 
politics has been achieved. 
"It W~do reach agreement 
on allthese thinp, I would 
be very, very knXiow to 
retire soon," Trudeau said in 
one of the mo~t damclld news 
conferences he has lpven in 
several months, ' ' 
"Now,that m!sht be an in- 
eenUve to some people (to 
work hard)," he todd im- 
P ~her  stalemate in the 
otherf=~sa! movini l~me : ~r ~ f ~ 
whet we could do; Perlm~l,pe/~: , :, 
wecould move Iome of us tO- ' ~ :i 
gether, keveral of~ us" ' : : / '  
together, "not all I I  o f  US : 
to~ether." ' . . i .  : ' tl 
' The federal government ~ ~ • 
has also toyed intenalttenlly ' : 
with the idea of h~diql a 
national referendum to , 
endorse  const i tu t iona l  .... 'i 
change bein8 bl~ked bY a " ~; 
minority of ~entten,., . : .~ 
A failure to,saree on C.m" 
sUinttooal reform ..in':S~t~i.'. " i ...... 
tembar would be a serlous . . . .  
setback for the.country, 
which emerged intactfrom' ' ~ 
the May 20 referendum but  
may .not do  so' again,.  
Trudeau has wmm~ many ' i 
thnea .  • ,  • - •i:" 
"If ISis a fallure,.in other .... ': ' i '  
w~da, ff we hevea't~Bada : :: +~* 
any aubetantisl p~q.~ at' "r ' ~'k ~ 
least on a large pan icy me ' :. ' !~ ,: 
package. , .  wearerS"  .. !~ ,  
the rbk of:a .d lmter ,a  !./ 
talks-- t~e lath attempt in 
years to 8eve CaBd~ a new 
eeastituU~--cmdd r~ult in : 
the federal  8overnment 
acting alone Or without he 
tradit ional , unanimous 
consent ,o f  the provinces, ,,  . 
Tmdeau indicated. .catastrophe. } i' 
Privacy may soon 
bean expensive thing 
I~ONDON, Ont. (CP) - - In  become ven more dmicult, In the past, a home0wmr 
the next• 10 years, ,the ~lV~uriceClaytun, senior faced with too little qpace 
Canadian homeowner's architect at Canada Mor- would simply move into a 
pursuit of privacy will .tpee and Hmudn8 Corp. larger house which afforded 
• • ' . . . .  more privacy, Clayl~' said 
in an interview. But these 
TUESDAY ' I pJ. II |ilIiiM ~,y,. with m~,e  rm, • expemlve movin8 coeb and 
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The District of Terrace 
limited apace. - • 
With such limited space, ' 
homeowners will quickly 
rind that privacy is a 
valuable ommedlty, 
• The issue.of privacy will 
also challenge builders and ' 
eu'ddteots' of new homed, 
Cisytm said. The gonaral 
trend in house emstruetim 
dar in~ i980s willbe to put 
more homing m Insland.  
As danMtisa.inereale, so
do the problems of dadgn, he 
said. While needs for lXivaey 
are easily taken care of in a 
' sinalefandly home m a bill 
lot, it is much m~e difficult 
in medlumdensity con-" ,  
structlon such as low-the ; 
.apartments and row,. llnk; 
semi'detached,' court.ana 
s ts~edh~[  '."~.'/~:: is 
Tho' ncod for,',pdvicy ' 
Just as essential om~tha 
gu ide as it Is inddo the 
home, dnee "we live outMde 
in a rather similar way an we 
do inside." 
For . example, Clayton 
• skid, the barbecue In the . 
backyard' can be the 
equivalent of the kitchen 
inside and the l~Cnic tables 
much the same as the, dentil 
room.  
And when people stretch 
out on clackchairs, they are 
using the outside area Just as 
they would, use the llvlna- 
room.  
"I personally would 
always demand a fence or 
hedae, at least six feet 
all the way around," be slid. 
Clayton doesn't see the 
push toward hiaMr deadLy 
constructlou as an option. "- 
SALE BY TENDER 
ON AS IS WHERE IS BASIS 
DESCRIPTION 
Sargent.Welch, Ray Box 
Arai, Motor cycle helmet 
Phasar C'Jartz watch, Mens 
CCM, Esprit, Ladies, 10 speed 
PhHips, Ladles, single speed 
CCM, Flair, Ladies, single speed 
Silver Hawk, Girls, sing le speed • 
CCM, Galaxle, Girls, single speed 
Sprinter, Boys, single speed 
B200, Boys, single speed 
Sears, Boys, single speed 
CCM, Mustang, Boys, single speed 
Ideal, B200, Boys, single speed 
+ CCM, Boys, single speed 
Peugeot, Mens, 10 speed 
Mens, 10 speed 
Norstar, Meal, 10 speed 
Garin, Mens, 10 speed 
Iverson, Mens, 10 speed 
Mens, 10 speed' 
Jun, Mens, 10 speed 
Mens, 10 speed 
Items may be Inspected at the works yard at 3215 E by Street daily 
from 1 to 3 p.m..  Monday June 9th through Friday June 13fh, 1980. 
Bids must be In the hands of the undersigned on or before June 
191h, 1980 at 3 p;m., and must be In an envelope marked "Tender" to 
the Attention M.S. Fiaagesund, The District of Terrace', No.5.3215 
Eby, St., Terrace, B.C., VaG 2X6. 
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Any item not claimed on or before the 10th day after notification 
will be sold to the next highest bidder. 
+ District of Terrace" 
- per: M.S. Fiaagesund 
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PhOtO.by Oreg ~,aommn 
At the B.C. Music Festival Saturday, Bob Rena Ling on the piano and AIISa HunTer w,m 
Tledle, from the Canadian Imperial Bank of ' the violin, all from Vancouver, accept the $100 
Commerce, presents the award for best reward. 
chamber ensemble. Carey Elly with the cello,' 
Provincial Musi  Festival 
said a success for Terrace 
- : By CAI~LA WILSON 
• Herald Staff Writer 
For  the. first time, the 
Pacific North West hosted 
the B.C Musie Festival on 
June 5, 6 and 7, 
• B.C. music students took 
part.in 22 music festivals 
that were held around the 
province and the 71 winners 
came to Terrace to compete 
with one another. 
Margaret McDaniel was 
the only Terrace 
representative to win an 
award. She won the juulo 
"award for woodwind on her 
.flute and received $75 for her 
efforts. 
Other Terrace competitors 
were Tedy Der on the piano, 
Karan Arnold-Smith on the 
/'sanaphone and t]heryl Dyck 
~ :. competed in junior voice. 
, & b id  to host the B.C. 
~,: M.U/QC,, Festival was put in 
: ' a~t  f6ii~ y~rs  ago,*satd 
o Gtnne~)~'rie, past president 
" of the festival. 
The school board donated 
::"the R.E.M. Lee Theatre and 
Caledonia Senior. Secgndary 
School for the. three days, 
• said Lowrie. The District of 
• Terrace gave $1,000towards 
a banquet at the festival, she 
said. 
" - The festival was sponsored 
by the Canadian Imperial 
• Band of Commerce, the B.C. 
Cultural Fund and Western 
• Lottery, said Lowrie. 
Bob Tiedje, representative 
for the bank, presented the 
their music recorded, said 
Lowrie. 
Lowrie said.the credit for 
the success of the festival 
was due to the hard working 
committee that .put it 
together. Approximately 40 
to 50 volunteers worked for 
the festival, she said. 
"I want to thank everyone 
who did so much," said 
Lowrie. 
$100 award the bank donated 
to each of the winners in the 
senior division. The bank 
Will :also pay for the senior 
winner's transportation to 
Toronto in September to 
compete nationally. 
The senior winners have 
also been invited to the 
Vancouver studios of the 
Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation (CBC) to have 
~•. |- 
McDanlel won the iunior 
Margaret McDanlel, Terrace's only winner at 
the B.C. Music Festival, accepts her $75 award 
from Bob Tledle, from the Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce. 
woodwind class on her flute, p,;~o by oreg ~!o.o!,ton 
AHN'OUNOIN6 
NEW MOBILE HOME SALES 
Fleetwood 14' wide homes 
a chanceto live in style! 
Our model home is set Up 
ready for you to view. 
offer you 
HwaM, Tuesday, June 10, 
,Laminated easy-care countertops 
• Spacious living room 
• Shingle roofs 
Kitimat asked to conserve 
Kitimat residents are being asked not to do 'any outside from a lake," said Gaudry. "Therefore at certai 
watering except on designated days, year when the flow.is lower than at other ,times we.have to 
This restriction is normal proeedare and has not come ask residents not to use as' much water." 
about because of Saturday's brush fire which temporarily In Terrace water regulations are still in effect and ~ be 
reduced the town's water supply. "The restriction is put into effect at certain times'every "until the water level in the reservoir s higher. Residents are 
permitted to sprinkle on even number days if they live in .. ::..r:!~ 
year,"saidKippGaudry."Ithasno~iugtodowiththofire." even numbered houses. Odd numbered addresses w~ll . 
sprinkle on odd number days. Watering is only allowed 
between 7 and 10 p.m. 
Offenders will get two warnings before their Water will be 
shut off. If any resident sees a neighbor disobeying the 
regulations they'are asked to report it to,either the f i r s  
department or , to the muriicipality. 
A new water system is currently under construction and 
should be completed within the next six weel¢~. The system 
will iner#ase the pumping capacity so that this restriction 
will no longer be required. 
Despite recent rains the restriction will still be in effect. 
"Kitimat's water supply is from the river and is not really ~ 
affected by the weather as much as it would be if it came 
I|', I1" 
I 
Second brush fire 
strains resources 
FIRE'S CAUSE 1 
STILL UNKNOWN 
ByGAILDOTINGA now low after reaching high The Kit imat Fire Department is stiB in- 
Herald StaffWriter last week. vestigating the cause of Saturday's brush f ire'  
A fire started by a camp- Saturday morning forestry there. 
fire or a cigarette broke out workers were called out to " It 's  
Sunday south of Kitimat, help the; Kit imat Fire like chasing a paper tire, no one saw 
near MK Bay Marina, Department with a o brush anything, no one knows anything," said Will iam 
straining local firefighting fire near Mount" Elizabeth Dawson, the f ire chief. 
resources that were still Secondary School. "The contractor working on the property has 
mopping up after Saturday's Strong winds caused the also been contacted along with the owner of the 
brush fire in the town. fire to spread quickly ,, 
Fire officials say there threatening near by  homes land and they don't  know either, he said. 
wan extreme danger of the and a gas station. It was The c0ntractor'.s burning permit had been 
seven-acre fire spreading to finally brought under control cancelled a week earlier. * . . . .  
standing ,timber across the by 2:30 p.m. that afternoon. "It  was probably some kids playing Out there 
KitiinaatVillage road due to Except for the two fires that started it," said Dawson. ' : 
stron~ winds.. At one point thefiredidjumptheroadbut near Kitimat the forest fire There were no injuries or. property  damage 
• situation was relatively quiet reported from the  fire. Most of the brush;that  
was extinguished, this weekend .in the Prince" Firefighters tried to contain was burned was loose slash. Some Stancling 
the blaze by forcing It down Rupert forest region as it lbward the channel, was in the whole province, t imber in the comer of the land was burned but 
the trees had nomarketab le  value . . . .  . 
Two helicopters dropped A fire near Kitimat .had 
water from the channel onto been reported but was ex- . . , 
the hotter areas of the fire iinguished the same day. 
Th~,winnen: of the Junior that workers could 'not get Two fires that had earlier 
awards were Hilary Wallis. near. Machinery was unable been reported in the Atlin 
on strings from, Victoria; to build a guard around the area proved to be false 
Margaret MeDaniel on fire because the area was too alarms. Another fire in the 
woodwind from Terrace; rocky, Tanker trucks and same region, near the 
JEatja Cerouaek qn piano hose lays were used instead. Nakina River,.is sti l l  in the 
from Vancouver; Lynnea It took firefighters two'and process of being mopped up. 
Holeczi for vocal from a .half hours to get. enough 
PrinceGeorge;EarlRemple water on thablaze to bring it The part of the Prince 
on brass from Vancouver under controL The fire call Rupert forest region is 
and Theresa Puga on the came at approximately 4:30 recordiug a moderate to high 
• fire hazard. Recent rains in 
accordian from Prince p.m. the Terrace-Kitimat region 
George. • ';It was caused by human have brought it down to low. 
The senior winners were error," sa id  Chuck Mc- Marlena Tureski on strings The Prince George region 
from Victoria', Terrance Dougall~ the assistant still has the largest number 
Madsen on w6odwind from ranger. "There are a lot of of fires burning~ 84 out of a 
Coquitlam; Miranda Wong rumors on how it exactly total of 132 in the province. 
on piano from Victoria; started but we're checking it Five new fires started over 
Debra Parker for vocal from out now." Be does not ex- . the'weekend in that region. 
Vancouver; Karen.I-Iough on pact charges to be laid. 
brass from Victoria; the The cost of couUrolling and ::~ : ::~:: ~:~ ::??~: " I 
Chamber Ensemble from extinguishing the fire has ~:~:~ARN~iH~!!/'~ii:::ii:~:~::iil I CALL MARY-MARGARET 
" couver and Ore-or" been estimated at $10,o00. i]ii:~:i~!!iiiii~i~ii:F|HE!i!!:;~iiiiiiii | a~ 638-~1174 I ~a~ on the aecordian~;ro~ Fo|:estry crews are  s t i l l  i: i : :~ : ; ! : : ! i~ : ! :~~Y ; ~ i i !  i BEFORE MID- JULY!  ~:  ,Vlctorm,- . . . . . .  . . . .  :,, . . . . . . . .  ~  :.,,... . . .  mo"pp:.=.~,in g ~uP.=.ana~,..°eserwng.,o=,,a th e ...... . .......... - -~~'~:~:;:""  ~"::: '" ":,.,ONLY YOU ........................... CAN ........... , . . . . . . .  ' | . . . .  ' " i ;"~ " :''~ .... "' " i * - "  
Oak Bay S~lary  Sehool~ ~lr~$i;~l~n': '~;~'~z~r-d' : is  " !~" P~eVENT WILD FIRESl ' " ' :  
Scarlet Band.fi'om.Victgria • . . . . . .  . *" " ~ . . . . .  ' " '  " . 
won the junior, award"' for ~ / " " 
band competition and New ..... 
Westminster  Sen ior  
Secondary Band f rom.   I'S%SHIRTS Coquiflam won the senior 
band competition. 
Miranda Wong - from 
Victoria won the Emerson ~. -  
Trophy and the Phyllis ' .  .,. o .--~.~._. 
Schult Award, ~both for " .  f~ . ,~. .~.~. ' ;~x-  
senior piano. 
Three bands qualified to go :,': 
to Toronto and compete We',re got Levi's; Jeanswear 
nationally, the Cranbrook " ' Senior Choir; the Tartan Shirts in a variety of styles and colours to go 
Choir from CoqulUam and ""."~Id~' with our wide selection of Levi'@ Jeans. 
the st. Matthias Chamber " "~ L~vi's' Shirts are made with the quality and 
Singers from Victoria. - ~  durability you expect from Levi's ~ Jeans. So 
' ~ ;  ~, come on in and tryon & couple of shirts. . , , : i  :~ . 
k " l 
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SKEENA MALL 
in Pine Park, 
• Roman tub with shower 
• Easy.to-clean vinyl floors 
• CSA approved 
2 - -  ~ ' ' 
ti/ I 
i • }, DINING AREA • 
MASTER BEDROOM 
L V NG ROOM 
~.__ __ J  ~ eMtRY 
MODEL 2663L (924 sq, ft.) 
For more'information contact: 
Pine Park office 3886 Muller Ave., Terraoe 
Phone 636-9418 
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:: L-I-: • EDITORIA  
In an effort to keep one man, a former 
mayor and possible candidate in the 
November civic elections, from keeping 
a record of their words, Terrace district 
council members are geffing themselves 
thoroughly mired in the sand they're 
trying to keeptheir heads in. 
Council, with Aldermen Jack Talsfra 
and Helmut Glesb recht dissenting, voted 
for ban tape recorders from council 
meetings. Council Is, however, going to 
• .continue to allow the members of the 
news media to tape the proceedings. 
The problem comes when council has 
to decide who is ~n accredited reporter. 
Do freelancers cou nt? Will council allow 
local radio, television and newspaper' 
staffers in with their electronic devices 
but toss out the part timers who flog 
stories to the Prince Rupert CBC station 
or an enterprising writer who might•be 
doing pieces foP.magazines? 
What about someone writing a book? 
Will council demand an affidavit that a 
manuscript is to  be written? Is the 
possibility that a treatise might be 
written on local poiitics what they are 
afraid of? 
'Such a book ,is apparently underway. 
Could this be the cause of all the .con- 
sternation? 
"11  
EDITOR'S 
" JOURNAL 
by• 
GREG MIDDLETON 
With only a limited amount of time to make it to 
Prince George and back to take advantage of a sale 
price on a canoe there it was up early to hit the road 
Saturday. 
Whi le I ,was gassing up at Chub Down's Westend 
Chevron I regretted I didn't bring my tire gauge. You 
pretty well have to carry your own tire gauge now 
because so many of the service stations don't have 
gauges and won't check the tire pressure for you 
anyway. The youngster at Chub's all-night gas station 
would have checked the tire pressure for me but didn't 
have a gauge. He had a job though. Chub is well known 
for giving a young boy or girl a job. He •staffs both the 
gas station and his small store with local youngsters. 
But I wasn't there to do a story on the employment 
problems of the younger generation. I was trying to 
, make it to Prince George and back in one day. I 
wanted that canoe but had to be back in time to take 
photos of the presentations at the music festival here. 
• As I headed out toward the East, the sun slowly lit 
fire to the sky and the mountains. I was really high- 
hailing it down the road. In the very early hours the 
highway is pretty well empty of vehicles. The moose 
you can usually see easily enough. They are big 
enough, even if they don't always want to get right off 
the road for you. 
A fawn watched me 'speed through 'the Smithers 
area. A doe dodged out of my way further down the 
road. Near Houston I spooked something that I would 
have sworn was a cougar. All I saw of it was a tawny 
shape disappearing into the hush. I would not swear.it 
was a big cat but it moved with more grace than 
an~hing I've ever seen. 
Flying past the all night gas station about 20 miles 
this side of Burns Lake I checked the gas and decided I 
could make it to the town ahead. 
A lesson this Southern boy never seems to learn is 
that you don't pass by gas stations here. 
Nothing is open in Bums Lake at 6 a.m.. 
I hitchhiked back to that gas station after my truck 
sputtered to a ~top a few miles on the way back from 
making my discovery in Burns Lake that there are no 
• all-nighters there• 
The garage owner at the only 24.hour gas station 
between Terrace and Prince George ran his hands 
through his hair and looked under the counters but 
couldn't find a gas can for me. 
It seems that not many people return gas cans after 
Hybri¢ 
By ERIC HAMOVlTCll 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Hybrid microcircuits -- 
boxes just a few cubic' 
" ce~timetres in size -- are 
stdffed with more electronic 
circuitry than the average 
television set. 
The boxes are filled with 
silicon chips and" intricate 
wiring and coated with gold 
fo~l for conductivity. They 
have been around for 20 
years o'r more, but now their 
use is growing quickly. 
Canadian Marconi Ltd. of 
Montreal sold $2.5-million 
worth last year. This year it 
expect sales to top $4 million. 
Marconi specializes in 
custom-made hybrids for 
navigation and. guidance 
systems, especially for 
military missiles, and air- 
craft. 
Hybrids take up only a 
fraction of the  space of 
electronic circuit beards but 
perform the same functions, 
taking computer-coded 
i i I [ BACKGROUND . 
signals and helping to mllltaryappllcations,"sald 
translate them into else- Bob Birnhaum,,enginesring 
tronic commands; The slim section leader of the micro- 
silicon chips they contain are electronics group in Mar- 
filled wi~h tiny transistors eoni's avionics division. 
and other components. 
Eac~h of the Cruise misslles "They're more compact, 
built fo.r the united States more reliable and longer- 
armed forces by Litton In- lasting than the hybrids 
dustrics in California will produced for commercial 
contain 52 hybrids made by use. There is a growing need 
Marconi n Montreal. for systems compact enough 
- • • . 
"The_ Whole packs 
herme'tleally scale 
protect it from "an: 
yirunment from •here 
moon" Birnbaum sak.. 
.Ken Kivenko, general 
manager of Components for 
Marconi avionics, said the 
biggest single order so far-- 
$788,000 U.S. -- came not 
from a military contractor 
but from the SperryUnivac 
computer company. 
And now that the A.B Dick 
computer company, han been 
acquired by, Ma~'coni's 
parent : company, General 
Electric Co. Ltd. of Britain, 
Marconi's market should get 
an extra boost. 
Marconi husalso.rectived to fit into .planes and Hybrids:are s fl.il a :small 
part iof Marconis tbtal an -, orders from mflRai'y con- missiles," .... ,. 
tractors in Britain and ". . .... nual salea,/which reached 
Sweden, and .soon Norway Birnbaum said in an inter. $112 million last year, hut. 
and Italy. " view the extra.precise ".thin theyare  seen' as a growth 
"The price of our hybrids film" hybr|ds.and the more area, Kivenko/said. 
ranges from $20 to $700, and rugged "thick film" type Hybrids• are also used' in 
they're used where the must beable to withstand a watches, ca'Iculators, 
greatest precision- is variety of temperatures and electronic games and other 
required, especially !n. other conditions,~: ; '~ consumer:.goeds.: 
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Gee, doc, it only hurts when I pay. 
If doctors in B.C. have their way, we can all get 
ready for a chronic nagging ~ in  that won't be 
relieved by two aspirins and lots i bf .rest. 
The doctors, you see, are unhappy because they're 
only earning (before taxes, but •after expenses and 
over, head) a measly $55,000 ayear. That's about.what 
provincial premiers make. (I'll. forego my usual an!as, 
remarks about what provincial premiers are worm.~ 
The doctors, apparently, ~eel they're worth,more. 
Last week, at the B.C. Medical Association annual 
meeting, the doctors erved notice on Health Minister 
Rate Mair and the rest of us that they'll be seeking 
sizeable salary increases when negotiations get un- 
derway'this fall. The medics fuel they're in a good 
bargaining position• As outgoing BCMA president Dr. 
Mel  P.etreman put it, "We will be going into 
negotiations inNoyehtber With a weak Social Credit 
governnient which has had all kinds of problems ince 
they were re-elected." ' ' 
This, of course, is perfectly true, but it isn't nice. 
Rate Mair didn't think it was nice. He called 
Petreman'w remarks "h!ghly insulting," "in- 
flammatory,"" and "bellicose." He also cancelled 
plans to speak to the BCMA :convention. The cagey 
doctors responded by inviting NDP Opposition health 
critic Dennis Cocke to apply some soothing balm to 
their wounded egos. Cooke, the former health 
minister; could hardly be blamed for practically 
breaking a leg to get there. 
Nonetheless, what Mair was saying (from a 
" distance) seemed to make a certain amoufit ofseuse: 
"'The medical profession in B.C. have the highest fee 
schedule in Canada." He dismissed the BCMA 
demands as "the preening of feathers and usual 
mating dance" that precedes niedicgre contract talks. 
, "Frankly, I just don't care to dance at this time," said 
• ,~  ~" • the health minister. 
^ ~ -  Just as I was about o let out one of my infrequent 
• ~ cheers for Mair, he, of course, had to go and spoil it all 
~ by announcing whopping 15 per cent' plan medical 
increases effective July 1, and further annual and 
°' ,~'¢:~ infinite increases tied to the rate of inflation. Every 
• Once in a while, when I forget my cheerful bedside 
' manner, I find myself wondering if the insensitive so- 
and-so'swho make these decisions actually believe 
,~ ))' there are elderly and poor peopleout there in the real 
woad who will be seriously affected by their actions~ 
So far, there has not been a groundsweli of public 
opinion in favor of the doctors' demands, or their 
• threats to start billing patients an extra 40 per cent if 
~ ~ they don't get their way. Even the mederateya.n" 
couver Province coughed iscreetly and pointed out 
that an increase of the same size as the 7.2 per cent 
doctors got in 1978 would boost hei~ salaries well past 
$6O,000,which/'is a longway above the average net 
pay of those Who foot the bills." 
~" ' . AI_ ~ough U!e. doctor~ ¢l.a.im..t~y~ a .e,,p~a|y.~.[~T.'.mg to 
• .... -,. .... • • ,  .... , ,'~ ........... ; "  oi".~oupl, recent 10ss~esin ~0nomic stat~,,uBc health 
..... economist Robert Evans says, "The kind of figures 
- they are getting are just no .nsense. Doctors' salaries in 
1957 were ahead of the average wage earner by a ratio 
• ~ : of about 4:1, Evans reports. Although the ratio surged 
to 5.5:1 in 1971, in the last few years it returned to 
" ' ~ ,, backto4: l .  Thisiswhat 
• the doctors are complainix;g about. ' 
• ..:::~::~:~*i~i~i~ ) What's happened, says Evans, is that there's been 
'an increase in the number of skilled and educated 
people in.the work force, and they've been able to 
command higher wages. So it's a matter of the lower 
! "-. . half of the work force catching uP rather than tbe 
~ {~ doctors "falling behind." ' r 
From 1965 to 1977, the consumer price index went up 
roughly 100 per cent. In the same period doctors' in- 
t~  comes jumped 160 per cent, while lawyers' wages. 
i i~} ,  increased 154 per cent, accountants'.207 per cent, 
' provincial employees' 222 per cent, and engineers' and 
architects' 120 per cent. Sowhy all this crying in their 
iodine? 
~ ~I  Didyou read and-or hear all those tear'jerker 
stories last week about the "gentleman" rapist? " 
Everyone from jurists to journalists reported 
• themselves deeply moved by the sad tale o f  the 
~, ~. repentant rapist, otherwise happily married, who had 
" " a drinking problem, you see, 'which apparently caused 
. . . . .  " z him to prowl the streets and courteously assault five 
I ~ victims. Somebedy's got to be kidding. 
• : ; ~ I~ . Do you suppose there'd be a similar spate of sym- 
• pathetic stories about a well-mannered drunk: who 
drove around and politely ran people down? 
i" 
Italy faces troubledl times 
By ROLAND DALLAS 
ROME (Reuter) -- Italy's 
economy is in trouble. 
Once-buoyant businesses 
have seen their prices forced 
up by 25-per-cent inflation 
and the export market, 
especially the United States, 
is in a a recession, 
.The Fiat .car corn ~, 
Italy's biggest prl e 
company, recently laiq If 
78,000 employees for one day 
a week for sevs,weeks 
because demand had 
dropped. 
At the Milan ready-to.wear 
they too have run out of fuel on that run. shows in March, Italy's big 
I was lucky. The fellow who picked me up as I fashion houses reported 
thumbed my way back to my truck and Burns Lake. sales down by between 30 
had a gas can. I made it, thanks to this fellow, to and 50 per cent. 
George in time to pick up the canoe and make the now In April~ Italy recorded a
much slower run back home. balance of payments deficit 
Red eyed and gritty I made my date here, only to of $1 billion. Thishrought the 
find that the organizers of the festival wouldn't allow deficit• for the first four months of 1980 to $3.25 billion 
any photos during the presentations, i also found out I compared with last year's 
could have bought a similar canoe here for about the surplus in the same period of 
same price I paid in Prince George. - .. $1.4 million• 
Some days you should just sleep m. Italy's trading per- 
formance has been'p0or, The 
trade' deficit for the first 
three months of the year was 
$4.4 billion, five times last 
year's figure. 
All this has inevitably 
aromed speculation about a 
devaluation of the lira, 
possibly this winter after the 
i summer tourist boom is 
over. 
Italy's economic im- 
provement from 1976 to 1978 
waspartly built on slight but 
steady devaluations of the 
lira which kept exports 
competitive. 
Under the European 
Monetary System, which has 
held the lira at Six per cent 
above or below an agreed 
rate for the last. 14 months, 
this manoeuvre is im- 
i~rssible. 
Pressure has been building 
among Italian companies for 
a devaluation of the lira to 
make exports more com- 
petitive, through a the economy have enabled 
renegottation . of the the Bank of Italy to store up' 
monetary rates, an impressive foreign ex- 
But'Treasury Minister chpnge reserve totalling 
Ftlippo Maria Pandolfi and $41.3 billion. 
Bank of ltaly Governor Csrto Although hit by rising 
Ctampi have opposed this 
before a ,parliament/iry costs, the small and 
financial committee, ' medium-size businesses, 
One of the country's which have been in the 
biggest banks, Credito forefront of Italy's recent 
ltaliano, says devaluation boom, are still working hard. 
would help experts but would The roots of Italy's earlier 
also cause an increase in success lay in former 
import prices, adding.to Christian Democratic 
inflation, premier Giulio Andreotti's 
One of  Italy's" top ability.to patch together a
executives, Carlo de consensus with the second- 
Benedetti of the Olivetti ranking Communist party 
typewriter and computer and trede unions to limit 
company, says devaluation wage increases, 
would only give Italy b ~0m- But this consens'ua did not 
potitlve edge fo r  a "few last and hopes Of reducing 
months. 
Despite the problems, de- 
mand at home for Fiat cars 
and Italian textiles, clothing 
and ;accessories is still 
string. ' 
Two successful years for 
Dear Sir: "The Secretary-Treasurer 
What can you Idarn from and the Superintendent of 
this statement quoted from 
• the minutes of a general 
meeting of the Board of 
School Trustees of School 
District 88 (Terrace) held in 
the board room on Tuesday, 
May 13. 
Dear Sir: 
This is a letter of request 
for financial support• The 
Terrace Women's Growth 
Centre was funded in the 1979 
calendar year by Canada •
Works under the sponsorship 
of the Terrace and District 
Community Services. 
We are presently align~l 
with the 'Ksan House Society 
(former Family Violence 
Committee) for sponsorship 
under Canada Works until 
June, 1980. Incorporation as 
a society for the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre is 
pending final approval of our 
' ~nstitution. 
Applications for core 
inflation to 12 per cent. funding and special funding 
collapsed. Inflation in Italy of our various programs are 
now is double the European currently being submittedhy 
Economic Community our  advisory board. No 
average, monies, however, are even 
Psndolfl is to bring out a anticipated from the various 
new economic plan soon. government levels until fall 
Schools reported that action, 
as directed, had been taken 
on the various matters under 
I '  
discussion at the  last 
Meeting." Sincerely ours 
Mrs. C. Sandeckl 
at the earliest. Financial 
support from local groups is 
presently being sought to 
enable us to keep our doors 
open and our programs 
operational over the summer" 
months. 
We are seeking financial 
assistance for the three 
month period from Juno tat 
to August 3tat, 1980 budget, 
Any donations that you 
would be willing to offer 
would he greatly ~iap- 
• preciated.($5.00 up). ' i 
We trust you will. give this 
submission your serious 
oonsiderallon. The Women's 
Centre staff can be reached 
at the above address or by' 
calling 635-5145. 
Thank you. We look for- 
ward to hearing from you in " 
the near f u t u r e . .  ! 
Sinceroly, ~
for the Won~en's Centre; 
Patti Wright 
/ 
" l  
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. . . .  .- * Thewinesnobisboth loathed • 
" - i  , , .~and. . revered  by British 
" .  -~. . 'Co lumbia 's  wine industry.. 
. He's loathed for "per- 
petuat ing  the poor 
• - " reputation of B.C. wines, as 
. evidenced ina recent Sunday 
. ,  .~ lnes ' .  of London review of 
: . . . Canada's best.selling wine, 
• . . Andre s Baby Duck. 
- ' "The. drink, purple, 
• . ' sparkling stuff, tastes like a 
. • : . '  blaekeurrent wine gum 
. . '~,' dissolved In a glass of An- 
.. drews.~ Llver .Salt. Served 
• ~ . • . - exireemelycold-- preferably 
• • on  a Stick --  you.might be 
" • • amused by its presumption.". 
_ , ~ The' snob, however, Is. 
, %-?  . '  
r . . . o  
n • , '  
, . • . - 
. . . , ' . .  . 
• " credited with increasing 
' i  •pablie awareness of wines 
and with prodding the 
" • " wineries to improve. 
' ... Most critics grudgingly 
admit that B.C. wines have. 
. improved dramatically in 
the last 10 years and they are 
- " steadi ly increasing their 
. - share of sales,. 
. ' '  Continued success rests 
" largely on two factors: The 
" " wineries' ability to court- 
• ..teract the lingering im- 
pression that they produce ~ 
sweet soda pop with a kick, [ [  
and experimental vineyards.. ~ .  ~ 7 [~ '~ 
At stake is a multi.million- \~ .  II / [[ T 
. . / , *  - do l la r  'bus iness  cent red  on  , i I N,"='.~'. I! / 
• fl~e hot and sunny Okanagan :~ ~. , [ I  "~/~. 
. ' Valley fruit belt with its 7,000 ~"=-~"~-•,J L.~i I ~ 
~acresl of bright, green ~ '~-~- )~ 
- , vineyards nestled among \ ~  
brown,  sun-drenched ~ "~"  
mountain slopes. The I ~  
• business encompasses five ~.:.:IIL\ c~ .~, 
• major wineries, Calona, Ste . ' /~ \  ~ ~ 
. .Mlchelle, Cassbello, A n d r e s ~  ~ i , t  '~ 
and. Golden  Va l ley ,  t w o ~ : ~  ~ ~" 
• cottage wineries and rough ly~~ ~ 1.~ 
160 growers. -- - ~ i  ~7:{I ~'~ 
- "The big problem i s~r /~,  ~ [~ 
i image," says Bruce SCh-~[~/ I I .~  ~i~ 
• mid,, marketing director of ~ ~ I~ 
. " " Calona Wines L td . . in  ~ 
' "  g k ; : l  Decomin  'a more po ula rin
-, ., ° 
Kelowna, l~gest  of the wi- 
n,rice. "It's been tradition 
that anything lmp~orted is '  
better. 
"A lot of people are saying 
now, 'I have to admit.your 
wines are good, 10ut hey just 
aren't imparted.' . 
• "You know, we're, not 
te l l ing anybody ,we're 
Chateau Lafite Rothschild. 
We make very good wine at 
reasonable prices. In  many 
eases we make better wines •
than the imports." 
• At international wine com- 
petitions in the last 'five 
years, about 35 B.C. wines 
have collected more than 117 
medals and diplomas of 
honor. 
Schmidt says sig~ilieant 
increases insales o~ B.C. and 
other Canadian' wines in.  
:dicate there must be a lot of 
closet drinkers of domestic 
wine. 
"They drink Canadian 
wine all week for dinner and 
when it comes to the  
weekend they pull out a 
bottle of imported," he said. 
"I think that's OK. 
"I don't care .when they 
drink our product;" 
Sales of B.C. wines have 
increased almost 75 ~r  cent 
in the last 10 years to 1.7 
million cases in 1979 from 
about one million in 1970. 
However, in that same time 
period imported sales in- 
crehsed 400 per cent to 1.9. 
million cases from 292,000 .  
B.C. residents'drink more  
,I 
• I•  
wine per capita than anyone 
else in the country.- about 
16 litres a year. Albertans 
aren't far behind, imbibing 
just over 12 litres each y~r .  
B.C. is also .the only 
province in which domestic 
wines outsell imports. In 
1978, British Columbians 
bought 4,3 million gallons of 
Canadian wines compared 
with ,2.2 million gallons of 
imports. In Ontario, the 
wineries' yardstick market, 
imports outsold domestic 
wines 6.9 million gallons to 
5.6 million. 
The increase in wine con- 
~umption, whichbegan in  the  
1960s, is attributed to more 
~avel to Europe,where wine 
is an .inte~ralpart o~ any 
meal, and the inipact of 
European immigrants with 
their established win~ tastes. 
The wineries are ap- 
plauding Consumer Affairs 
Minister j in~ Neilsen's 
recent suggestion that B.C. 
wines be sold in grocery 
Stores. But they. want 
guarantees that it would be 
stocked and disp!ayed in 
ideal conditions. 
"Wine is a delicate thing 
that hasto be treated in a 
certain way," said Leger. 
. "If it stays on the shelf 
beyond its life expectancy or
is damaged by light, iL 
reflects poorly on the 
company, even though the 
• product may have been fine 
when it left the winery." 
Selling ~vine" in food stores 
would increase sales 
dramatic~lly, says Barry 
MeWatters, marketing sales 
manager of Casabello Wines 
Ltd~ •of  Pentlcton. The first , 
year wine was s01d in 
QuebecYs grocery stores, 
• total wine sales increased 20 
per cent~ he said. Casebello 
has hired a management 
consulting firm to determine 
the feasibility and impact of. " . 
the  move in B .C .  . . "" 
T~e wineries .also would 
like to be~ble to advertise on 
radio and television. . 
• "Not being able to use the 
e lec t ron ic  med ia  puts  one '- " 
• hand behind YOur b~ck as far 
as trying to reach the cm- 
sumer," said Walker. , 
B, C. WINES A RE IMPRO VlNG 
another slightly fuller- 
bodied Andrea product 
which goes for $2.75. 
If you'd like to follow,a 
new California trend and 
drink your red wine cold, 
you may want to try 
Casabello'.s Burgon 
Rouge, the ~st-selling 
red wine in B.C. 
However, MeWattors 
warns that the product,. 
which sells for, $3.15 a 
litre, is fairly sweet. 
Other. white, wines 
recommended include 
• fonrGermaustyle wines: 
Andres Similkameen 
White ($2.75) and 'their 
new Hnohtaler (~.45), as 
well as Calona 's  Sch]ose 
Laderheim ($2,40), the 
best-selling,wine in B.C., 
and their I-Iaut Village 
02.70) which has been'on 
the market only a month. 
"Haut Village is a 
complex wine in that is 
has an initial fruity taste 
which develops into a dry 
aftertaste," says Larry 
Ta la r ieo ,  Ca lona 's  
general sales' manager. 
"If yo~ maiden aun.ts 
and her friends are 
coming over and you 
want something they will 
find pleasurable, try any 
of the new German-style 
wineS," says Jack 
Schreiner, western editor 
of The Financial Post, re- 
ferring to Hochtaler, 
Schloss Laderheim and 
Haut Village which were 
develop.ed to compete 
E 
With the popular German 
leibfraumilches. 
Casabe l lo ' s  - Pinot 
Chard0nnay ($4.95), a 
. full-hedied ry wine, was 
recommended as a good 
varietal, a wine made 
from one type of grape. 
If you prefer' rose 
wines, Ste. Michelle sales 
• manager Bob  Leger 
recommends his com- 
pany's Grenache' Rose 
($3.75). - 
"It's a super rose if a 
' person  l i kes  roses," he 
sa id .  
-However ,  ~e  w ine  is 
sold only through Ste. 
Miehelle's winery s tore  in 
Surrey, B.C. 
Also recommehsy 
Sehrienor and Dominique 
Chapheau, owner  of 
Chauney's restuarant in 
Victoria, was the  Reisling 
produced by Claremont 
Wines, .one of B.C.'s two 
cottage wineries. 
It is available at $3.50 a 
bottle only through the 
winery in Peachiand in 
the Okanagan and at a 
handful of restaurants, 
although it will soon be 
listed in the province's 
nine speciality liquor 
stores. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
,Even the sternest critics 
acknowledge that British 
Columbia wines have 
steadily improved, over 
the last decade. 
.For those with sour 
memories of the last 
bottle of B.C. wine they 
sampled but-willing to 
give it another try, The 
Canadian Press asked 
winery of f i c ia l s ,  Critics 
and restaurateurs to tee .  
ommend thebest of new 
labels, ~velghing their 
judgments on palatability 
and value. 
The white wine meet 
often and most en- 
thus ias t i ca l ly  rec-  
ommended- by Uu'ee out - 
of seven people surveyed 
- - w a s  Casabeilo's Fleur 
de Blanc, which sells in 
B.C. liquor outlets for 
$3.25 for a 750 millllitre 
bottle. 
"Fleur de Blanc is. 
probably our best all. 
round, wine," says Harry 
MeWatters, Casabello'e 
market ing services 
manager, ackowledging 
the. compliment. " I t 's  
consistent from year to 
year." 
The red wines mest 
often recommended were 
Casabel lo 's  Gamay 
Beaujolais,'. a light, dry 
dinner wine which retails 
at S3.75 for a 750 ml bottle, 
Andros' Similkameen 
Red, which sells for $2.60, 
and Moulin Rouge, 
Certified .Genero lAccountont  
I~ .0 .  BOX 880 " ~" 
TERRACE,  B .C . .  V8G 4R2 PHONE 790 2428 
Saturday June  21st 
I LHOUETT ,,,,, ,,.,,o.. , Skeena Mall at lOam 
A Y 'J4  C°meandbt °ny°urfav°ur'te'tems 
/rom this el over $3000 worth 
le 12 -30  - ofprtzes/ 
-MOST:  ill " PRIZ[ LIST' 
Co-ordina tee ................. 30=40 % o, 
Summercoats  ....................... 40% o, 
Dresses, Long or short ........ 30% o, 
Blouses -  Long=sleeved ......... 30% o.  
Blouses- shon sleeved ......... 20% o, 
Summer  tops:. ....................... 20 % o. 
Bathing Su/ts ......................... 20%0.  
Shorts. . . . . . .  .$5 each oteoeoooeoeoe  oe |o  oo le leooeseee  • eeeoeooeotoo leeo |e  
, = 
ODo=en roses once a month/or a year '~ens 
Bulova quartz watch O/~eturn flight to Vancouver 
~etrt 35mm camera .'6 lb. be. of chocolates 
• Landmarks art book O~estn coatedptcture .$4O I 
g~t cert4tc'ate "Four cases bread *$35 g~ cert~catel 
°Nde o/pork OJ.Ingerte set "Cannister set 
ODtamond.ng .$5O g4t certt~cate °/~ay Ban 
sung/,--es ~taL,  glass bucket ..Candle 20" 
colOur FU .2o.$5 gift cert4tcates "Auction buck 
dinner ~r 6 ~ & her padded cha~e ~unge 
~ts & her pron!o g.5 camera 
al l  
P 
l 
Roy Blue with his sisters who came from Edmonton.d~d Toronto for  
a fami ly  reunion. He hasn't seen Irene Duncan, on ~he right, since 
she was two years  old,  and Florence Davine, on the left, for  seven 
yews .  
J 
" I 
/ ~', 
P4~i.e k The Herald ~ Tuesday, June 10, 1980 
t 
Roy Blue of Terrace hadn't 
seen his youngest sister 
Reunion makes Blues happy 
Irene Duncan since she was Cl anUpVourAct' I" 
Pitch-In'80 
SOUTH AFRICA .#"  , * 
. ' \  
Minister pred i:cts vi01enc 
By PAUL WOOD8 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  An 
Scutli Africa after pro~estmg 
the arr~t of a tepracking 
re l lg l~ leader says that 
although the government 
there is trying to hold the lid 
on violent protest against 
apartheid, the sitoationts 
getting ~rmlagly w~N. 
"The only aiternatwe 
remaining will he to meet he 
violence of apartheid with 
violence until its per- 
petrators submit," Rev.  
ThomakAnthony,'director of 
the Angliean Church of ~.n: 
ada'n world program, mua at 
a news ean/ereuce Monday. 
'Tm not advocating at- 
mad resists,ca but I think 
the level of violence has 
• reached the paint where 
mast South Africans admit 
there isnow a civil war. 
"It may well be that the 
government is the agsre~or 
in most instances . of 
viokmce." / 
Anthony was one of  53 _. 
demonsiratccs arrested May 
4 
. . . . -  • 
looming, money runs. The arr~t of Thorns oym- ~,nthony said the. Riotous " for any pt~' l~ . .  
. "There's semb evidence bcllses the kind of represslon AasemblleaAct, under which There is no le~u defonce 
that has already bagtm to feitbyany0neintbaenuntry the demonstrators were agaimtthecbar~ea, he'said 
occur. People are not in- whois critical of the govern- arrested,, allows the --  "We can only oppe~ it 
.vestln8 in South Mdse.". mont'e pollclei|. 'he said. government to arrest anyone .morally." 
Manitoba health care workers 
back at negotiation table 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  
Th i r ty thrne  hundred striking 
non.medica l  .hospi ta l  
workers from 29 Manitoba 
health care institutions 
resumed contract talks 
Monday with Manitoba 
Health Organizations Inc. 
The umbrella organization 
bargains fa~ all institutions 
in the province except the 
Health Sciences Centre In 
Winnipeg,-- the province's 
largest hospital '-- which 
bargains eparately. " 
The striking workers, 
members of the Canadian ~6 after staging a ixotcst 
"against the arr~t of Rev. Union of Public Employees, 
John Thorns, former are striking to back wage 
two years old. ' was still a baby andthey lost president of the South ArtS- demands in a new collective 
B|ue joined the army. and touch with one another. She can Counoll of Cburchrs and agreement. 
.went overseas when Irene flew out from Toronto for a a leading opponent of Supervisory personnel and 
family reunion, apartheid, volunteers are j~rforming 
Blue has kept in touch with his older sister, Florence Those arrmtsd, including " duties of the sirll~ng x.ray 
Devine, from Edmonton. Rev. Deamond Tutu, teclmicisne, nurses aides, 
She came to Terrace too and secretarygeneral  of the housekeeping, laundry end 
was responsible for reuniting council, and Rev. Timothy clerieai staff. • Negotiations with the 
Bavin, Bishop of Jo- Health Sciences Centre 
Blue and Irene. i banneahor~, were charged broke off Friday and no new 
• under the Riotous Assem- 
blies Act after / being talks are scheduled, The last 
offer from the hospital was 
for a 22-per-cent increase 
over two years. 
When talks with the 
Man i toba  Hea l th  
Organizations Inc. broke err 
May 29,'the union was asking 
for 17 per cent in a one-year 
cuntract but it has since re- 
duced that to 16 per cent. 
The strike at the Health 
Sciences Centre and U other 
institutions --  the first to he 
hit by walkouts --  started 15 
days ago. 
Union spokesman Eugene 
Keatyra enid Mondey~ the 
prov inc ia l  government 
should cunsider direct in- 
tervention in the dispute. 
"Maybe the government 
should look at ways of taking 
management ' s  r ights  
away," he said. 
In the legislature', 
however, Health Minister 
"Bud Sherman and Labor 
Minister Ken MacMaster 
rejected the idea of in- 
tervening in the bargaining 
process. 
• The New Democratic 
Party opposition has been 
pushing the government for 
action --  preferably a lifting 
~- - - -~ I  Six Toro mowers wjth t.h.e l~ag m me ~ac~, 
~l~ out oftheway• So you can trim close on both 
• . .t~,l'l sides, up front too. Easy-Empty grass 
.... - " . . . . .  '~/ catcher holds up to 2~,,~ bu for more mo, vnng 
~ k  between stops. Choose hand or se~z-pro- 
pelled model. Front-wheel drive. Or rear- 
~;. \ wheel drive with new Select-A-Pace 
~ll ~ . .  ~, control handle. 18" or 21" cut. Key-Lectric 
e~ ~ start available. All models come with 
~.'1 ~ quick-starting High Torque ® engines, 
~ and every one is engineered. 
i ~  for a long working life. 
do  thmtt oro TORO. 
~_~,~l~ Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
.- . 4441 LakelseAve. 
635-6~4 ' 
detained without cher~ea for 
14 hours. They face up to two 
years each in prism. 
Western . governments 
must follow the lead of 
church groups in bringing 
pressure against the 
~. r the id  policy, Anthony. 
"How long  it will take de- 
panda on what external ires- 
•sms are brought o bear," 
he snid."We need to he very 
dear about where we're 
w~w~ ir~i t to make a ,=d comes in armed 
confllet, as it will." 
Anthony said in addition to 
black protests, apartheid has 
been attacked by some white 
mlnlste~'s of the Dutch Re- 
formed Church, the only 
South African Christian 
church which hasn't aken a 
stand against he policy. 
He said economic sanc- 
tions against South Africa 
have been more successful 
than is commonly believed. 
"When political risk in- 
creases, when stability dis- 
appears, when civil war is 
' ~ :  
- ' / .~e .~ ' • 
. i  • . : 
imy//a: 
• I ~ :  . . .  EVERYTHING YOU EXPECT AND THEN SOME. 
AUTOMATIC WASHER 
~,  * 2 wos. ~-eds 
• 2 spin speeds 
1 • S cycles 
• easy clean lint filter 
. ,' ? super egltator 
• • e
• , :/ AUTOMATIC DRYER 
' • automatic dry 
of the eight: percent ceiling 
m huspltal budget increases 
year which the I~.P. 
says is preventing same. 
merit of the strike. 
Sherman didn't offer 
hsspit#k more money but he 
did warn that the time for a 
negotiated settlement may 
be rmud~out, unce again 
raising the preapect of back-, 
to-work legislation. 
He refused to say whether 
such legislation was being 
. prepared. Sherman said it 
was still the government's 
hope that the dispute could 
be settled this week. 
Hospital officials say the 
.strike is having little major 
effect on patient care .ena 
Sherman has said he would 
not act unless patient safety 
was threatened. 
The 1,200-bed Health 
Sciences. Centre has cut its 
patient 10ad to under 300 and 
is copin8 reasonably well, 
said Estelle Sures, head ,of 
bllc relations. 
endy Macdonald; the 
labor relations committee 
• chairman for the 
management • bargaining 
• team, said the level of care 
remains stable at facilities " 
where workers are on strike. 
Most hositak are handling. 
only emergency cases, and 
most have cancelled elective 
surgery. 
Beaufort Sea oil now 
starts to, look better 
By The Canadian Press year in the Nerlerk M-98~ but may not be complet~ 
this year. PetroCanada, ATorontoo/isenalysteays well, in which Dome 
it's time to dust off maps of Petroleum has a 99f15-per- Dome, Phillips Petroleum 
the Beaufort Sea•again and cent interest, and Wesfcoast Petroleum all 
brush up on Inuit names. The Nerlerk structure is have an interest in the Nat- 
Dome Petreieum Ltd. has the largest mapped in the sck E-56, located at the 
already launched its fifth Beaufort and Dome feels the western corner of the ex. 
consecutive drilling season presence of oil there is pluration area. 
in the Beaufort and investors significant. GustaJtis said 12 Dome and Columbia Gas 
around the world will be more zones in the structure both have interests in the 
watching the exploration will probably be tested this Kenalook J.94, which was 
program closely, says Andy summer. Gustajtls of Wood Gundy Testing of the Tarsult A-25 drilled to a depth of 2,150 metres last year. Potential 
Ltd. weil was also incomplete last reservoirs are expected at 
In a recent, report, year, Gustajtis said. Two below 4,270 metres. 
GustaJtis said two or three lower zones showed oil ' 
peteatisllyeommerclai staining and these may be The two remaining wells 
crude oil prospects await tested again• are the Kagluilk M-64 and 
confirmation this summer - •Dome shares its position in the Kcakoak 0-22,. Time and 
. and, if the market behaves Tarsult With Gulf Canada ice conditions will dictate 
the way it has the last two and Mobil Corp. whether these wells will be 
summers, substantial stock •More testing is also drilled and evaluated this' 
price chapges will follow planned for four other wells year, Gustajlls said, 
each piece of news or rumor. 
Dome Petroleum's four 1 
drt]h'hips and an icebreaker I NEWS BRIEFS are on t eir w y and drilling 
could start by mid-month, 
GustaJtis said. The company 
has major interests in seven. 
weik being drilled this year . 
and hopes are high that last MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (CP) obligated to take them back. 
record 130-day --President Carter accused About 112,000 Cubans have 
season will be ex- Cuban President Fidel arrived in the U.S. by small 
coeded. I Castro on Monday c/ a buatesincethe.exodusbagan 
The sUmmer's program despicable violation of in- in midApril. 
calls for further work around last year's oil discovery at. ternational law by forcing Carter said he has 
the Kopanoar we,  and hardened criminals to join evidence the Cuban 
theFreedom Flotilla. government had exported 
of at least four ad. Carter told Spanish- several hundred criminak to 
dltionai wells, speaking reporters he would Florida to support a 
The most important is the make sure the criminals are propaganda claim that all 
Kopanear L-34, located fonr expelled from the United Cubans who left f~r the U.S. 
kilometrse northwest of the States and said Cuba is are undesirable. 
di~overy well. Dome ex- 
pacts to reach oll-predue.mg 
l evets  there  and  s tar t  tesung Miami c rowds  s tone  Cad:er 
by early AugusL 
Dome has an almost 50- MIAMI (AP) -- President amid some beoing.and was 
perceat interest in part of the Carter's motorcade was attempting to address the 
well. Gulf Canada and pelted by rocks and hot.ties crowd from his limousine's 
Columbia Gas are also in- thrown by a booing crowd as runningbeard, The.shouting 
volved, the president was leaving a .increased, Carter entered 
Company consultants ay community centre in the his car and the motorcade 
the original well had a riot-scarred Liberty City sped off. 
• calculated fl0wrate of 12,00o section of Miami on Monday Reports from the scene 
barrels a day of sweet crude hight, said some rocks and battles 
from a 61-metre interval .The president was not in- were thrown at the motor. 
below 3,500 metres, jured, cede but none hit Carter's 
GustaJtis said the most He had'left the building limousine. 
significant aspect of the 
Kcpanear testing ,was the 
confirmation of good-to- Riot squad quiets prison 
excellent reservoir for- 
nations and oil production WALLA WALL& Wash. recreational area Monday 
ratea~ They are considered to (AP) -- A 40.man prison evening, a state official said. 
be commercial if sufficient tactics quad, firing about 20 There were no injuries re~ 
reserves can be confirmed tear gas rounds, moved 125 ported. 
by delirdallon .d~i~;  protesting Washington State He said the demon; 
Nun.commercmJ o. and Penitentiary prisoners from strations threatened to 
extenclve oil stain reservoir a central prison courtyard to disrupt programs at the 
sands were discovered last the • facility's main institution, 
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gag the  ition -. 
. .  . , : . . .  
' ) -- '~e60v- rules had tm]bnitod time to down, MaeFachen ta bein~ ta t} ' '  secretary to' 
reetrletlng apeak.Allothorspeskersare ix.aleed .for-defealin~..the MacEaehen, said the Con-. 
toallowltto lindted, to 40 minutss.- • former,~ ~Lonservatsve servativea know the hot- 
government on lie .budget, rowinB is needed to pay the 
Ilion to one V~dlethesovemmentesye ~ut new wili not introduce his ependinsesttmatespropared 
| theunususl it needs 'the borrowing own. • by the Clark government and 
zday, Yvon authority to pay Its bflk by ' Crcsbie cald only 9.1 MPe accepted by.the Liberals, 
• .~: ,Plnard, p=esident o f  the next month, Crosblequoteda have.epoken on the bill -- Mill also said the Ca .  
~/  ~; ,Privy Council, said op- finance department ~ffictal three Liberals,: 14 Con- servatives also know there 
i; ~ . .padtlonMPs were abusing as nayin8 the government servativesl and four New can be no budget until Ot- 
.. :-~.' • ~';- • C~nmous rules'by making could ilet by f~' somet/me Democrats. tawa and the oll-producin~ 
• ;:~,:overlon8 speeches. 'still and may net need the The total dehaiing t~ne provinoesaareeonanew0ll 
-: :i ~,,: 'Conservative and New. full $13 bllllon~ wus.about IS hours "or one price, 
' '": ; Democrats accused the- He said the Conservatives hour for every, bill/on the Stanley Knowles, NDP 
i ~ government of trying to ~a~ oppose- the bill because government wants to House leader, said it is a 
harrow." ,' ;1; .~ ~ opponents of the bilL Finance Minister Allan. Cbnservat~ve ' House diaarace that the Libarala 
1- -  ~ ~ :."1 . " " { • :..Pinard Said that former n- .MaeEanhen has refused to are cutting debate, " . 
' ~]~ ' .nance minister John Leader .Walter Baker • said say exactly_ .what the He, called it clcaure, 
i' / : ,Crcabie, for example, spoke 8ov.ernment's financial - the ~overnment is wasteful desp i te  government  
? : ~:untheb,lf~'one~Urand.~7 policies and priorities are. and apendthrifL .The op- assertions that the 
• minutes, Cronble was the - pesltim is • entitled to know parliamentary ule invoked 
" i"~.. ~ .... -i. flrst opposition MP taking Crusble said the, Con--- how the government pisne to was not the harsh clonure 
r d ': : ~'. " ' ' :q :~ '  " ~ i n  the aecondreadin; nervatlves also want o know Robert: Mill,. IZ. rliamea- the same day it is moved, " ' A '~ "' ' ''AS~':' 'f'  and under. Home when the budget is coi ing ..,eurtalh talk snend the money, he enid. rul . Closure cuts off debate 
/Smal l  towns seen as refuge 
• ' - ~" - , ..By ROD EDWARD8 have found the larger titles the growth, of rural com- conference this Year are -"People now can get Into 
• / - .REGINA (CP) - -  The are not arowina t the esme munities will .continue, tourism,, relional trade their alr-conditionedcars 
'.:. blolation that started a rural -ratethattheyhadbeen, with althouah the commuters patterns "and sraln. ~an- and drive to. the larger 
. .  : populatlondrffttothecltyin the maJor inereasee hein~ in may 'pay ~xtra for their a~riation and-marKeuna, communities to do their- 
" the 1960S' now may. be era- r u r a I ,  n o n - f a r m chosen llfeatylee as energy - " • shopping, ~ 8  their 
. . . .  . tributlng to the survival of popniatione." ccata rise. Peter  Tracey of the small rural towns. 
:mall  Prairie communities. " Small towns havebecame .University of Saskatchewan The provincial 8overn- 
meat has recepized the a refuge from the hustle and There were some opposing economics department said 
• .., ',"The small town is not hastleofoftylife, aSingfann views, expressed 'at  the. :etatistieelndiestecontlnein8 threattosmalicommunlties 
. ,dead,"  DonDetomaal.of the couples have' decided tO conference, the' fifth such decllnesinruralpopulatl~s by implementing a.numhar 
~:'Uulversity of Cal~ary said spend their rotirement years forum for discussions 'on inSaskntehewan, of programs .des~ned 1~ r 
:~ Monday' at  a Canadian- elmer to home and even eoncerus common to people Tracey said the highway encourage 8rowth/ho said; 
~:!'Ameriesn dialogue on the throe retiring from ct.ty Jobs living in the Great. Plains system that has evolved over Lloyd Brandt, a hanking 
: fu to~ of towns and villages, have opted for the quieter region of Canada' and the the last 20 years has con- official from Minneapolis, 
" United States. ',"Some funny thinas have country life. tributed significantly to a Minn., said he perceives 
been Sappenlnaintbe.lust I0 For these and-other  Among other topics to be shaky economic future for concurrent" population 
years, in Alborta at leut. We reasons, Detomesi believes discussed at the two-day smatltowns, trends, hethtsandfromtbe 
, " coUntry. 
/ i ,The id is to keep  them ut of prison Brandteua~estedrural  e a  0 eommuxdties can help nave ' themselves by promoting 
- ~ reaional developments 
By NICK HUNTER" include details about " "There is substantial evi- business is supplemented which offer the same 
TORONTO(CP)--'Judaes whethertbeoffeaderisona denee they ai'e not helped by withaarantfr~mtheBritish amenitisethatattrantpaople 
must be convinced to keep work prngram, living in a the experience ofprison, but 8ovemment. to the city -- theatres, 
mere people oUt of prism, supervised hostel or at- are damaged by it." "In the beginning, when recreation cenires, larger 
says the head of Europe's tendin~_schonl. Pearce said that, with we started, we were doing it and more varied sh0ppln8 
.... British ,prisons badly for charities and for'less facilities. 
largest probation service, And probation officers overcrowded and with more than cont price. Butlastyear Hiaher energy costs 
• But written contracts --  should be required to brina' and more ~perte convinced it earned $600,000 probably won't discourage moredetoiled than presont 
conditions of probation in offenderswhodon'tliveupto that the ¢~minal Justice (Canadian). Each of those the' commuter, he said, 
Canada nd Britain --  should their contracts hack to.the system has furled to reha- men and women would have because they will find ways 
epellout what the offender is court, where they could he bllitate criminals, London's been drawin8 ,;bout $100 a to minimize the expense, 
:doing while free, William sentenced to prison. ~ probation service ia ex- week on welfare." probably throuah car ponle. 
Pearce, chief offlcer of Inner Contracts between' the perimentin~ with ways to 
~d® ~roha.= and ~. ~, .ed  o.anders, ~, ,~ ~-~ ~! .outo f  ~.. ~ Termmal " ~ - ~  
~tercare Services, said in an said, would allow the courts - I 
interview Monday. to be more lenient, knowing About 1Z0 offenders at a I " 
Pearce, in Toronto to that people in the community time, men and;  women ! ,,. ". =.~:-" ' , .  :. "...:.. . . . . .  ~.,. ,,, .~,,.-. ,,,,. between 18,and 30 who can't 
attend-a conference on are protected, hold Jobs end have little PICKUP & DELIVERY 
aJternativea to ira- "Many offendersare,,nil education, are bean, put to o=o'"" 8 1 9 5  
prkonment, said the con- to prison who need not go, work in  n paintin8 and • 
tracts with the courts hould indeed should not go. decorating business/'un by 
the probation service. 
"n 'ver  , o , ,y  un ion  - ,. , , .  ,= .  ,.o,,.m • has been operalina, half the Rad io  Messalle Answerinl Servioe 
people who have worked in reaches agreement holdtheprol~raro have8oneon orqpd n jobs . (~ at least For  Papr '  ao ,31  
two years,- 1 
VANCOUVER (CP) --The ducting a marl vote on a "Before the~e people came 
.largeatoftbefuuruniousat- contrac%esliinaforal0-per: m the project they were BUSINESS ROAD RUNNER 
temptin~ to nngotiate new cent inoresae in the first taking from the state (in 
onntracts with the, Unlver- year and 9.S per cent in the welfare .payments) and SERVICE. TO 
sit}' of B.C. voted Sunday by second year. doing nothing for it. From 
73 per cent to approve a one- C'u'~E repr,~senin a wide taldn8 from the stats they TERRACE-THORNHILL-REMO-AIRPORT 
year aarcoment calling for a range of campus workers, start to earn money to give 
-t0-percent wa~e increase, ineludin8 those in the hack to the state intaxes," 
The ratification by the maintenance,  t rades,  The men and women in the 
1,650 members of the technical and food service prngram are paid sllahtly 
Canadian Union of Public areu. AUCE memhers ar~ less than union workers E,A, GARNER LTD, 
Employees could lnflueuce mainly clerical and library doin~ the same painting and 
members of the Association workers and form the decoratins Jobs, Pearce Terraoo Dul Terminal 636-3650 
of University and Colieae second-langest union on said. The money earned in ' _ i 
the pointin~ and decorating - I Employee,, who are con- csnq~ua. 
• Prices effective unti l  Saturday, 
3une 14th, 1980. 
• • While quantities last. We reserve Ihe 
right to limit quantities, 
Radial Tire Sale 
ER78-14 FR78-14 GR78-14 
55 Radial construction 7 7  helps give better mileage than bias or belted tires. Tread wear is guaranteed K mart Sale for 58.000 km. Price 
• TWO Body Plies EACHBALANCED 
Polyester cord adds. 
body strength for high " AND INSTALLED 
speed performance and 
sta'oility Total Engineered Valuer 
• Two Belt Plies When you purchase any passenger tire from K mart': 
Fibreglass belts provide Automotive department you get more than a quality 
durability and smooth tire at a savings price -you  get a complete and 
riding performance• continuing tire sf~rvice under our exclusive N.A.C. 
Plan. Furthermore. to ensure safety and tire quality 
• Safety and Strength the tread wear on every K mart tire is 
Improved wet traction, 
braking and cornering WARRANTIED - not just rated - to go as far 
as we say regardless of size. construction or price! 
N.A .C .  PLAN,~-~-  ..... :~ : " ~;:~ . . . .  " "°~' "~:~!  
i no AD0.V,O,At C.a,U Io, . ,,, .......... e,. :;~ HR78-14 GR78-15 HR78-15 ~ ." LR78-1S .~] 
. . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ° . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  OO77  
SlnQle the Pu,ct,o~e * ~P.nch, re ,~pe,, 
. IN AOOIYiOM rl; r~l= 0 77 I ~e,v 8 0OO ~m Io~ Ihe *,re ol Vo=, ~ ~a, I  t , ,et  ,re ~vd~ ........ ,,I,.~ ,.,, .......................... iill K mart K mart 
r .................... , ,  ..... ~ ............... ~ Sate • l ~ / E I  Sale ~ , ~  H 3 C~le(~ z,, p,essuee 4 C~,et5 vllve ~ pms ~ t.h~ta 
~t,epI b|?ance f~ Rebalant.e ,I nece~solv t Chegk ho . t  ~ Price • • i l  Price - in  B H ,iL,qr, mee~l 9 ~ea'.On,lll femovOl oel~ *fl$1411al*u~ tit ~ m4tl 
..... ~.,,,,. ~,,v,~, ~,,,,,.,,,,~ ,., w,.,,, : V V  each V i ra=each  
l , l [ J  PR(JIIuCt Wl lH  SA I l5  IhlV01(~| I0  ANY K mall  
SKEENA MALL OPEN " ..,,,.....,.....,..o,,. =,-  Wed., Thtwl. & Frl. ~ ....................................................................... 
K mar l  Can ldM L*rl~ltOd 
4761 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE ~ t :~ p,m ,;:::;:';:::':;,' ......................................... " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I [ I I 
I 
/ "  - • The Herald, Tuq~lay, Juno 10, 1900, pa~l r  -, 
{ , 
Ken Nlcholson, of the Terrace Mens Fastball League, holds the 
basket for Dave Hamilton who plcl~s the winning t ickets for a new 
Honda Civic and a new Chevy Cheveffe. Chub Down the Honda and 
Ken Nlcholson and Steve Kutenics won.the Chevefle. 
e 
Of the 
week  
o.  
.U MAKE AliiP DOGO[AL,; 
YOU COllIE 
OUT OH J 
TOP! 
1974 TORIHO 
4DOOR SEDAH 
This Is one of the filthiest old clunl~s I
have ever seen. Buy It for your wife. 
Just deanlng It up would be a great. 
' winter prolect for leer. ONLY"  $789 • 36 
1978 FORD F250 PICKUP 
V6 auto trans., radio $6395 
1979 MAZDA RX7 
Low mileage, excellent cood. 
1977 DODGE VAN B100 
Completely customized Inside, V0 auto trans. 
599O5 
$7995 
1976 HONDA CIVIC  2005 
4 speed, radio 
1977 CHEV BLAZER 
Vii, Auto, Air Cond., Stereo 
1978 ZEPHYR STATION WAGON 
4 Door, six cylinder auto trans., 
I 
1979 FORD F150 4x4 PICKUP 
Va, 4 speed, trans,, radio 
1979 FORD BRONCO 
Loaded with extras., air cond., "stqreo, etc., ve auto.' 
$7595 
$6595 
$9495 
$1o,a95 
Terrace Totem F0rd 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith m4m 
e.lor Ho. s.~40A 
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TERRACE 
HOTEL 
presents 
Father's Day Sunday Brunch 
June 15 9 am -1 pm, 
Only $4.95 per person 
Grad Banquet 
June 20- 4 pm - 7 pm 
$6.50 per person 
~or~tio.~ a, 635"2231 
- < :  . ~" : , ' : ;  " " 
Call him Father, Pop, or Dad. 
But call h/j Ms Sunday. 
. ~ ~~. , "~ 
k 
l 
B..D. TEL 
• . . . . . .  
, . ++ " . • : " ~ . .  + . ' ~ . .  
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Photos 
by 
Greg 
Middleton 
NorthWest Women,s Festival 
• • . .  : + 
at  The HART FARM Terrace, B.C, . .~ 
June 13th, 14th, 15th, 1980 
Daycare available REGISTRATIOH FEE, Woilen $10.00 with Children $15J i*:i 
WORKSHOPS-  9 a.m. to 6 p.m. SATURDAY :~ 
9 a.m. to I I  a.m.: -T  
Women & Health - Dr. Lynn Koblerski i+..,~, 
Women & Nutrition • Linda McMynn • ~ 
Women & Martial  Arts - Jeaneffe Mlyagawa : ,+. 
Women & First Aid - Judith Fedrau ......... ,+' 
Women &Massage-  Barry Blix *ii,i: ~ 
• 1 p .m. to3  p.m.. ' ' • 
Women & The Law.  ClaireGuest . ~./~ 
Women & Children -Lar issa Tarwick , ,~  
Women & Native Rights - Daphne Patsy  *+*~*, ~,~ 
Women & Employment - Astrid Davidson - Margai;et 
4:30 p.m. to 6 • p.m. - ii i: i,~*;+.: 9,~,:: ~+ 
Women & Childbirth - Margaret Dediluke ~ ~:i +:,~,~ ~+~;'~: :~*~/+:~/~ +. 
Women & Rape- Marueen Bostock ~ 
Women & Orlenteerlng - T.B.A. , +:r~ ~ '~ + 
Women & Yoga - T.B.A. 
Women & Sexuality Bev Murray :+ +.~ !~ ':~i"~ " + . ! "  + L "; ' 
• ,:---~ .ARTS, CRAFTS & BOOK DISPLAYS tO.a.m, to 6p.m. ~,, ' ~ 
ENTERTAINMENT - Friday & Saturday evenings camp fire and Sing 
with local musicians, Pam Shaw-  Prose Reading, Llnda Wllkerson .- Native 
Song, Nadine Asante - Skits, Film - 'No L i feFor  A Woman'; 
All food provided, including salmon bake Saturday night, daycare and 
supervised swims. 
Pre.reglster at Terrace Women's Centre 635.5145. Some transportation 
available. 
Bring your tent and stay for the weekendl 
s 
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Buy this 
outstandingPioneer 
~reo Radio Cassette Recorder 
and get 
$50. worth of cassette tapes 
•, .your choicettt 
Offer ends June 14 
+ . . , 
+.  = .  
r + , ,  
• , + , . 
~'~ : + 
i 
:+"  
tt'lLerc tll.e music is! 
p 
Give yourself a little credit . . .  \ 
use your Universal charge account 
TODAY! 
231 City Centre 3rd Ave and 61h St. 
Kltlmat Prince Rupert 
632-3177 624.6743 
• i I - :  
i | 
~':~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:.~,:~,!::. ~. .. .  ~ at  the  s tar t  of her  
• .... .•.'!::i ~:~ ::~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;i~ii!;.!: . ; .  ~ ~ ~ ; . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~i ..... 'i ii ,)?: ' i;. :,:~.~:. : " .. . " "  ..... :~ i:.,  ~~ :. ~i~.. ....~. :~: ......  ~,.  ........ .. Women's  i00  metre  
: , . ~ " .... : ~'~i . . .~~i~:/ i  i~;~)~!i~i,i~;:::- spr in t .  ..~. 
/~,~ ! Dave  Tomaz  Of Mount  E l i zabeth  throws  hl~s~fdlscus in the  men 's  ' 
compet i t ion  Saturday  af ternoon.  . . . .  , .. ,.. 
/ 
We're tightening up 
ople onpe who abuse ! BuY TWO PAIR OF J EANS 
,." HAT  • • • 
Unemployment I surance. R . . . . .  
yes, buy any 2 pair o f  
• jeans or cords & 
get your Free Hat/ ' Most people getting unemployment !n- l ......... ~;~;~s ~r,r 
surance play by the rules. But some people ........ ,,,,,~ | *  don't seem to know that they can't take a job ................ ' ......... . ............. ' ................ 7' 
and collect benefits wi thout  tel l ing us they're '.', . . . . . . . .  , :";::":: ::: ..... "":=':':''. We a l so  have  some Gr ingo  
working. That 's  why  employers are being . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :,., ) .  J eans  by le Culot t ie r  sa le  
asked to send us the start ing date and Soc ia l . . :  ....,.,, , .... ~,=,., , ., , ", .............. ,,, . ,,,, ' :~';':'" ............. , ..,.. • priced at 1 9.9 9/pr. (These 
Insurance Number or extracts from corn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .............. , ....... 
puter payrol l  tapes for each employee they ,:.'w.',~:.',,,, ' ..................... ' . . . . .  l ua l i fy  fo'r the  Hat  g iveaway) .  
hire or rehire. This information is cross- " ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ..... ' ~ ' ' \ , ,  ~ I * t , ' i t '~ .t  t t . t I , I  I 
checked with the Social Insurance Numbers l . . . . . . . . .  ' ' . . . . . . . . . .  
of people receiving unemployment insur- Sacial lnsurance Numbers of ne,u~/y.hireaemp!oyees . ~0 FOR IT/& got your hat, ,, 
arice benefits. Only cases of  potential abuse "are no~ being cross-checked with those of people receiving ... ". while supplies last. , , 
will ever surface. After investigation, anyone unemployment i si~rance benefits. Only cases of 
, ' found receiving benefits to which they are potent ia l 'abuse  w i l lever  sur face .  ~ • 
not entided w i l l  have to repay them. , " Sale ends  Saturday .  
the new system detects people wrongly • '~L  better control collecting benefits. , , June 14th , 
' ~ /hY is  needed.  ,nsurahce benctits and start a new job, ' " I  ~;~~"ij q If you are collecting unemployment.  1 t .~F"  ' .i~i, I . , 
Last year, Unemployment Insurance please say so on your UI claimant report i'i'~ ~ - ' ' " 
paid out $4 billion to help people between card. ." = . .... ~t~ 
lobs.This included overpayments o Fairer for everyone, i -"~ i~ 
peop.le, who took a new job while still 
recewmg UI benctits, but Failed to report The money you and your employer  
their earn ings . ,  pay as unemployment insurance premiums 
• When people collect unemployment should be used as efficiently and fairly as f ~ 
'+ insurance benctits they re not entitled to, possible. The new program, called 'Report . " 
twerpaymcnts result. It may be an honest on Hirings', is helping us to carry out : 'i . . . . . .  
ii i!i!i mistake. Some pc(,plc forget or don't that rcspt'insibility more effectively. :7 ~'~- " 
' understand they must tell Unemployment . . - '  ~)~. - " " 
• ~ Insurance and report their total earnings . :  ." ' " . ,, 
i' when they start a new job. In that case, I1~11~ Employment and ' emplolet . . . . . . . .  
Immtgrat ionCanada Immlgra l lonCanada .~, .  " " ~ J ' " ' 
' repayment  i,, all that is required.  But ,  LloydAxworlhy. LloydAxworthy. ' . . . .  ~ "" ~~ , . , . . , . . .  
• i: a penal ty  or  pr . , ,ccul ion may fo l low when M=n*s=er Mlnlslre Give  yourse l f  a l i t t le  c red i t .  . 
use  your  Un iversa l  charge  account  
• - . . . . .  " ' TODAY! ! !  
Canad  " Mastercharge  and  ' . Chargex  a l so  accepted  Pr ince  Rupert-Terrace-Kitimat-Smithers 
I 
i 
-)! 
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, Carol Hobenshleld of Hazelton struggles 
p pace with the inside runner In her 400 
run, and right, Gary Moen does the same 
heat of the 400. 
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Long jumpers Linda 
McConnell (top) and 
Marc Ringuefte (left) 
stretch for those extra 
centlmetres, while 
Brent Rogers (above) 
strains forthe finish In 
his 200 metre sprint. 
Photos 
by 
Don Schaffer 
We are 
1st and2nd 
in a class Of 477. 
Q~ 
Gordon & Anderson 
Make dad a star on 
June 15th. Choose 
from our great selec- 
tion of Father's day 
gifts, al l  priced to fit 
your budget. 
. /  
E/Ran& 
Te/evisions LAZY So~ 
Help Pops 
relax with these 
special buys 
Recliner 
• Chairs 
" Rabbit Diesel 
5-speed 
Rabbit F 
4-speed 
Transport Canada's 'Fuel Con- So, if you're smart about fuel 
sumption Guide 19.80' !is!s 477 cars. economy,'go to the head of the class. 
,Heeding the list is the Vo'Kswagen m nual Ra~it  Oi 
Rabbit Diesel with 5-speed esel 
transmission. 
Number 2 on the list is the same `• @ Don1 se~forless. 
c~r with 4-speed transnnission. 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. 
3779 River Rd. " 635-5844 , 
G & A BUDGE1 
ACCOUNT ON 
APPROVED 
CREDIT 
CHARGEX 
VISA 
m 
iR (~ o.~v,.v_~c.,.0, TE RRACE-~/REM(~ 
G DON & ANDERSON LTD. T.OR.N,'L--K'T'--" 
& APPLIANCES - " '~  :~ '
635-6576 
Store hours: Men. to Sat. gam-5:3Opm, Fri. 9am-gpm 
" a .  
i 
. P -  .t 
.. : : , . 
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:SPOR. ' 
• nce  per t  :: 
L~,flnl_. to camp a| lustitition _.,.='o- ' " ' , ' -  ' " * : • ' 1 
' L ~..only two 'games were games, infield .,errors cost , 
OMN 10-107 days a week played in the Terrace Men's the Kings deariy, i . - .  
" Fastball League sunday ,~.. ,:. ',~.~,i' iooJ... ~.~0'" 
IIIloono i l s l tao l r l ° l l~ lS  tO yNr ,, ,, sire! . ; . , _ , , ~  ......... o " ' SKB,  Saiva-e's -lrvt, wm:i'" revised..its schedule t ' • ~ampM1 Hr  4~V|~iI| P~''~'~ Ru~rt in Prin,.e correet some discrepancies 
. . . . . .  ~ "" " caused by the narly-season ,. Rupert Sunday afternoon in . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
the weekend's bnl- -ames tack ot fle~os..msteaa m - ' 7 ~ , " r Sourque, Lafneur ~ , .nn  ,h. ,*~, ~m,  ..... piaylng each other fou , : ,~','~,~,~: h"ll'l~e'r=~.~ w,'~-';; ,times each;the toams wm• 
,~'beuncing back in the ~w p!~ e~ch other only . : 
second game with an 8-1 win. " "~ " :~°'  
'Ran Dacink was the ,Tonight'a scheduded'game- 
"winningpitcher in the second, in the Terrace ,Faatball 
'game, and he was helped out I~gue is set for. 7:30 p.m. " 
considerably by Eric when SKB wiUplay Marwyn head a l l - s ta r  picks Chapman's three-run homer. 
Chapman also had three hits 
Eddie Feigner, the King of softball pitchers, will bring his Cour t ; the  
four.man team, to Terrace's Riverside Park Thursday night at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets for the show are available at All Seasons Sporting 
Goods and the Skeena Hofel in Terrace. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  
Dofenceman Ray Bourque of 
Boston Bruiua hu'.becene 
the first forward or dofm. 
ceman to be voted to the 
National Hockey League 
first all.star team in the 
same seasnn be won the 
Calder Momorial TRophy an 
rookie of the year. 
Bourquo Joined Larry[ 
Robinson o f  Montreal 
Canadlens, the James Na'ria 
Memorial T rop.,.hy winner as 
the leagues best de- 
fenoaman, onthe 1979-80 first 
all-star team announced 
today in conjunction with the 
NItL annual meetings. 
Other first,team embers 
are goaltender Tony 
Esposito of Chicago Black 
Hawks, centre Marcel 
Dinnne of Los Angeles Kin@, 
right winger Guy Latent of 
Montreal and left winger 
Charlie Simmer of Los 
Angeles. 
Bofo~e Bourque, the only 
rookies of the year to be. 
elected to the first ail4tar 
team were goaltenders 
Frank Brimsek of Boston 
1938-39, Terry Sawchuk of 
Detroit Red Wings in 1950-51, 
Roger Crozier of Detroit in 
1964-65 and Chicago's Espo-: 
sito in 1969-70. 
Voting was conducted 
among three members oftSe 
Profess ional  Hockey 
Writers' Asseelation i  each 
of the league's 21 cities. 
Ballots were east on a 5-3-I 
potnta basis for three 
choices. No choice was 
unanimous. 
from 194445 throuah 1949-~. 
The most consecutive 
flrstteam selectinns i eight, 
by dofenceman Bobby Orr. 
with Boston from 1967-68 
through 1974-~5. 
Laffeur and Robinson are 
~n~ repeat seleetims 
1978-79 first team. 
.Dionne and Salming were 
second-loam selections, last 
year. 
Four  players besides 
Bourque are making their 
first appearance: Simmer, 
Schoenfcld, Gnre and  in the game, as did Tom 
Gretzky. • Bogue . . . .  " 
All-star team young takes In exhibition •games in 
into account on.ly regular .• Kitimat, skeena Cedar 
season play, but this is the Kings took twogames away 
first time in the 50-year from Kitimat Bulldall by 
htstoryoftheaelectionathat scores ,of 5-2 and 9-5. 
neither of the Stanley Cup Although Steve Reiner 
finalists I~ represented on pitched one-hitters in beth 
either all4tar aq0ad~ New 
York Islanders defeated 
Philadelphia Flyers 4-2 in 
the best-of-seven fi al, but 
neither has a player on the 
all.star teams. 
Gir l s '  so f tba l l  
Five games were played in 
the Terrace Girls' Softball 
League Thursday night. 
No games were played in 
the Bantam division. 
In the Peewee division, 
Lakelse Pharmacy edged 
Camperland 15-14 and 
Northwest Sportsman lost to 
New Quadra Travel 1340. 
In the' Squirt division, 
Chris's Janitorial Service 
beat All Seasons 9-6, 
Westend Food Mart got 
dumped by Vie Froese 
Trueking 17-5, and Bob's 
Swingers beat B,C. 
Government Employees 
Union 8-5. 
Tonight's games in the 
girls' softball league see 
Doe's Cartage and. Moose 
Lodge scheduled in ihe 
Bantam division, Northwest 
Sportsman meeting' Lakelse 
Pharmacy and Camperland 
playing New Quadra Travel 
in the Peewee division and 
Vie Froese meeting All. 
Seasons, Chris's playing 
BCGEU and Westend Food 
Mart playing Bob's Swingers 
in the Squirt division. 
Minor. - 
baseball 
Thr~ games wer~ played 
in the Terrace Minor 
Basebal l  Association 
Monday night. 
In the Mosquito division, 
Skoglund .Logging beat" 
Terrace Coop 18-10, and 
Flaherty Trucking took 
Terrace Esso 27-4. 
In the Bronco division, 
Far-Ko Construction beat 
the Elks 13-7. 
In Wednesday's scheduled 
• action in the Bronco division, 
Credit Union .will play' the 
.Elks, and in the Mosquito 
' division, Skoglund Logging 
~,ill play Flaherty.Trueking 
and Terrace Drugs will play_ 
Terrace Co-op. 
Truck Sales at Riverside 
Park in Terrace. 
DISTRICT  OF  TERRACE-  
Roller Skating Schedule 
Effedlve, Sunday June 7 to June 30111" 
SUNDAY 
13and under .1:00.2:30pro 
14 and over 3:00.4:30pm 
(except June 22) 
MONDAY 
Teen Night , 6:3~-8:00pm 
Adu l t  19 and over 8:30-10!00pm 
TU ESDAY" 
13 and under 
14 and over 
. . . .  6:30.8:00p m 
8:30-10:007m 
THURSDAY - - 
13 and under 6:30.8:00pm 
• . 14 and over 8:.30.10:00pm 
'DOORS OPEN 15 MINUTES BEFORE 
EACH SESSION. 
ADMISSION CHARGE TOCOVER ALL 
PEOPLE ENTERING THE BUILDING. 
I.D. WILL  BE REQUIRED FOR ALL  
PE RSON S RENTI NG ROLLER SKATES" 
AS OF JUNE 8TH. 
(I.D. FOR 13 AND UNDER,  scHOOL 
PICTURE .WITH NAME, ADDRESS 
AND PHONE . NUMBER,  OR 
SOMETH I NG SlMI LAR)  
7 & 9pm - Monday ' to  Thursday 
I 
I 
.1" 
l 
. I  
I 
I 
SHOWTIMES 7 9 & 11:30prn  Friday, Saturday & Sunday I , I 
No 8 :00pm showings  unti l  fu r ther  not ice I 
I 
I ADULT ,  S • $3,75  YOUTHS - $2 .75  CHILDREN - $150 MATINEE .- $1 .00  , I 
...elo,st to ,nanlmo,., I ~ i 
• Eachmember of  the first1 I JUNE . A 24 hour nightmare oftorror. .., . 
MESS wins jr soccer - - - ° " "d  " : each member of the second I. They were warned... They are doomed..; • team $1,ooo. I. 12 • Espoaito garnered =21 13 And on Friday the 1 3th, nothing will save them. I 
Mount Elizabeth Secon. said. "The score of the finai . Brayton has high hopes for peinta compared with167 for I 14 Warning:' Completely concerned with go.ry.'vlolence. . ~  I 
dary School's senior soccer @me indicates the type of next year's team, and feels Don Edwar~ of Buffalo I . . . . . . . .  ,J 
team may nothave won the play we've been. producing that if the teams will be Sabres, the second-team [ DO NOT EAT: [".Z 
senior high school zone allseason, with not only good strong enough they will be selecflm, Robkmonhad 280 F A T S O  
championships last October, offence but with our able to travel to some points and Bourque 163 on I apple pie cheesecake ., 
't but next year they may have goaltenders and fullbacks southern tournaments oget defence. Seeead-taam blue I 15 baked beans chocolate i . . . .  a stronger" chance at the playing very well to put a taste of the competition, line picks were Barge 16 bologna .cupcakes ' , d ~  rifle, together a two-way game." "We're expecting a good Saiming of Toronto Maple I ]7 bread danish D0m DeLuise 4 ~ .  The MESS junior soccer "They didn't let anyone season next year," Brayton Leafs with 179 points and candy doughnuts ~ . swearing team won the junior high past at all." said. "Again." Jim Schesnfcld of Buffalo [ cannelloni Warning: Some coarse language and sehool zone championships with i134. ~ ~  
on Sunday in Smithers, and Diane won the first.team 
since. Kitimat coachRick Rupert teams ,t 'sawild, hilarioushunt.. Braytonislosing almost an against 238 for Wayne I .18 
entire team from the GretakyofEdmontea Oilers, Winner take all, 
dominant squad that swept the nccondteam choice who '[ 19 
their season, the senior last week was annonneed as I 20 Starring: CIoris Leachman 
" team's prospects look better ' ' '=~k~- - '~ ' ' '  games the winner of.the Hart .  2] ' R lchardBen,am, ,  General 
than ever for the 1981 season. Memorial T~hy as tbe t Guess Who?  
Nlg.,'s most valuable player Meanwhile, the junior I i 
team won two straight and the .Lady Byng • • 22 • .Fr iday 27th . -  9 & 11:30 only 
games to win the junior high The Zone Seven soccer The final game saw the playerMemoriaibestTR°phYcombiningaS the l[ 23 ~, ,  At~ll,~ ._~.,.~_..~.~%~ 
zone final, beating Houston playoffs for berths in the coast city's team dominate sportsmanship and ability, [ 24 ' ~ " " ~  /~ ACADEMY 
3-1 in their first game and B.C. Summer Games were and win 4-I. AWARD I 
blanking Smithers 2-0 in the held at Skeena Junior The Rupert soccer teams Latent earned 294 points [ 25 "~" ~ " ~  I 
championship game. Secondary School on Sunday, now go to Kelowna. for the at right wing, coming closest 1, 26 t~ I| ~=-~,,~-'..~.~=.~ NOMINATIONS. 
Other teams competing in and two Prince Rupert games, which begin August to the 315 points that would I 27 i~  ............... 
the zone final were Booth teams won the right to go to 14 in Kelowna. constitute a unanimous [ 28 Warning: Some nude and suggestive scenes, scenes,of surgery I 
Memorial Junior Secondary Kelowna to compete in the ' choice. Danny Gare of I 
, Buffalo was second with 130 I from Prince Rupert, Ocean annual event. ' Donnie &' Marie Osmond l/ 
Falls Secondary and j polnts, On left wing, Simmer ] 27 " General I 
HazeltonSecondary. Both the men's and Ma or  league got =80 pofnto compared with 7p.m. 0n ly '  in I 
The Kltimat squad went 23 women's teams from Prince 86 f~ Steve Shutt of Man-  
games  without a loss this Rupert won berths in the Only seven games were treal. I '28' . . . , ,  Great Brain ' 
Season, eeunflng the games Summer Games, and both played in the maj°r baseball T k ~  I 
that both of the MESS teams took their wins rather leagues Mondaynight. Lafleur is the second Mat inee-2p .m,  I 
won. Somany players turned convincingly. In the National League it player in the 50-year ldstory. I 
was Cincinnati Reds and son of all.star teams to be namea [ , [. 
out that Brayton fielded two On the ladle's side of the Diego Padres tying 6-6 after to six consecutive first-team I 
teams of almost equal day's events, Prince Rupert being rained out in the 10th r i~t  wing berths. The first [ 30 TatUm O'Nei[ I 
quality to play for the school, won both their games in the lxining, St. Louis Cardinals wu Montreal great Mal~dce' I JULY I 
"We lose almost one round-robin event, beating winning 8-5 over Atlanta (Rocket) Richard, elected ] Kristy McNichol / I 
complete team," Brayton Terrace by a narrow 4-3 I ~ I 
sald.,,Weareleftwithone scoreanddrubbingSmithers Braves, Phi ladelphia ~ c ~ $ ~  [ ~ I d Phillies losing 3-1 to San . . Warning: Some coarse language and I 
complete team for next year, 7-0. Terrace won their game Francisco Giants, Houston swearing. Occasional suggestive 41~)  ! 
'though, so we'll be able to with Smithers, beating the Astrus beating Chicago Cubs o ,. scenes. 
start next year's season in eastern team 4-0. 6-2 and Los Angeles Dodgers ' ' ' I 
roughly the same shape we ~ ~ ! ~ '  i L( EY 4722Lakelse- Terrace ] 
Started this one in, with one The men's side saw four at New York Mets getting ' I 
teamof experienced players teams playoffforthe berth, rained out. TILLICUM THEATRE I 
and one of rookies." ' The men also played three In the American League it • • [ 
Brayton was proud of his games, with the winners of was New York Yankees Tame'for fitness I 
t ime on Your Side. I t team s play over the course the first two games ad- winning 8-7 over California is 
Of the season, in which the vancing to a final, Rupert's Angels, Baltimore Orioles ~ I 
teams didn't lose a game. men beat the Houston edging Oakland A's 3-2 and " I 
"We've been working representatives 4-0 to ad-Seatt le Mariners beating I 638 8463 ,| 
really hard since February vance, while Kitimat earned" Boston Red Sox 8-7. Kansas ..~_. = 
and we've been strong all their final berth with a 2-0 City Royals at Cleveland ~'l 
season as a result," Brayton shutout of the host team. Indians was also rained out, ~ . .~- - - - - - - , - - -  t - . .  - - - - - .  . . . . . . .  - -  . . . . .  
.f ~ " ~t- 
; -  
• . • ,  , ~ ' "~"  . ,, . .  
I • " " : " ,;L •.i /I''•'~ 
" -~"  * -  ; : " : : '  m . . • . - ,  
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    Chamber 
: offers 
11 
p, 
 /help to 
:local 
• • , . ,  . 
~. ;bus iness  
/ 
. / 
- ' ByCARLAWIL~ON 
Herald Sta f f ,  Wr i te r  
The Terrace and 
District Chamber• of 
Commerce has recently 
" openeda referral service :~ 
for. 'beginning businesses 
0r  bt~lnesses.that would 
like to expand. 
Nancy Greenwood, 
~ secretary-manager of the 
local chamber" of com- 
merce, offers indiyiduals 
help getting throdgh the 
government red tape. 
Greenwood operates  
out the Terrace chamber 
'of commerce ~formation 
center on KeithAvenue, a 
• log cabin which also 
houses a museum. 
The  Bus iness  
Asaist~nce Directory is 
Greenwood 's  ma in  
resource. 
"It directs people to the 
appropriate office they 
should speak to," she 
said, 
• The directory contains 
the major i ty of in- 
formation she  has on 
setting up new businesses 
or en larg ing present 
" .  . , , 
q 
I tJ 
/ 
Xeradd, Tuesday, 
SECOND SECTION 
Saving the cast Offs 
started their museum 
SWIFT CURRENT, Sask. 
(CP)  - -  What do Hitler's per- 
sonal pistol, "Goering's 
shotgun and RCMP equip- 
ment have in common? They 
all found their way to the 
Wright Museum. 
Margaret Wright and her 
husband Andrew s~arted the 
collection when they n~ced 
people were throwing away 
articles just because they 
were old. 
No thought had been given 
to saving potentially 
June 10,19gO,,Pag¢15i " . .  ~;;~: 
• . i  
f . . .  
• o 
ones. I t  outlines 
programs, their pur- 
poses, the extent of 
assistance available and 
who to Contact for direct 
. inq..u~ .i.~. :.~.,the. federal: 
~a 'prov inc ia~ govern- "" ... . . . . . . .  " 
'"Weltope ,o:hell~. Language aid offero 
businesses ~,ith the i r  
problems',"sheseid. "I to help out tourists don!t:;'attempt to give . 
them ad~,lce,.l just direct 
them." " . 
Greenwood has a stand 
in I~er office crammed 
with pamphlets on every, 
concievable question a 
business person may 
have. N~W business 
brochures include in- 
formation on financing, 
products, setting up shop 
and potential markets. 
This, referral service is 
sponsored by the 
ministry of tourism and 
smal l ,  bus iness  
development in B.C. 
m 
r ct Cha ber of starfln a new business or ex~ianding an exist ing one. I I~e "L  
w 
at the Terrace and Dist i g p,=o by Nancy Greenwood, ~ n~ , 2: m Monday to Fr iday.  c,r,, w,,o, . . 
I 
e ssistS an one in eres ed in office lsopen from 10a ,m. !o  ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  Commerce Information Offic ,,,~. ... . . . . . . .  y,,. , .~, ,~..,,:.:). , _~ . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............... :..~.;;;;,~ • , 
Per- 
tuguese. 
"The other day we had 
German and French visitors 
in who spoke very basic 
English and who had great 
difficulty in understanding 
us," said Reid. "If someone 
could have interpreted the 
information for them it 
would have been a lot 
easier." 
sign Up to interpret for The' information Center 
• visitors." feels there is a • real need for 
Currently the language the service due to the in- 
bank has sever~l people who crease in fori~ign travellers 
to the area. 
"Travelling in Canada has 
been promoted alot recently 
and B.C. is a major at- 
traction," added Reid. 
The Information Center 
has been handling up to a 150 
people,a.week and expects to 
be busier now. that the Prince 
,Rupert ferry is back in 
service, 
By GAlL DOTINGA 
Herald Staff Writer 
A language hank that will 
help foreign ,travellers is 
currently being set up by the • speak German or 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
information Center. 
The" bank will help those 
with little knowledge of 
english that are visiting the 
area. 
"It'S basically a volunteer 
service," said Brenda Lee 
Reid. "Residents here who 
speak a foreign language 
valuable articles for future 
generations, Mrs. Wright 
said. So she and her husband :-: 
started their own museum  
. the ..family farm tO 
kilometres northeast ofSwift 
Current. 
Items on display now in- 
clude a 1907 Reeves hand- 
pumped vacuum cleaner, a 
coal-oil bicycle lamp and 
Northwest Motmted police, 
RCMP and Canadian Armed 
Forces uniforms and 
equipment. 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
PICNIC 
SPONSORED by Royal Canadian 
Air  Cadets (747 .Squadron Terrace)  
at  
Skeenaview 
. . .  . , • 
Sunday, 
June 1 5 
,at2:OOpm 
Transportation available 
PHONE 4 ( 
635-9304 ..... I
• . • . . 
NOW APPEARING 
untilSaturday June 21 
"BERLIN" 
Six piece Rock n' Roll band 
No Cover Charge 
Monday- 
Thursday 
Lee Painter Pants 
The student body goes for the real thing and they know It when 
they see it. • Lee's new painter pants are authent ic  work  pant 
replicas, scaled down stitch-for-stitch, pocket-for-pocket, 
Excit ing new fashion features too, in styles for both him and 
her. Available in colourful  cords, 100% cotton denim and 
light weight cotton canvas. 
, , . . , , . , , .  
! 
L~ 
SKEENA MALL 
-,% 
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Bless the Kids, Beasts-- 
Don't Let Them Roast 
By Abigail Van Buren 
¢ 1060 by Universal Press Syndicate 
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for using your column last 
• summer to remind people never to leave their pets in the car 
during thehot summer months. Will you please do as much 
for children? 
So often children are told to wait in the car while Mother 
goes into an air-conditioned store for what she thought 
• would take only a few minutes, but she's delayed and 
doesn't get back to the car until an hour later. 
Leaving youngsters in a car unattended is cruel and 
thoughtless. 
As the song goes, "Bless the beasts and the children, fqr in 
. • . , , -  
t h i s  world they have no chmce, they have no vozce. 
CONCERNED IN COLUMBUS 
DEAR CONCERNED: Read on for u letter f rom a 
clergyman in Kentucky: 
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to tell you about a strange 
coincidence. I quote from your column (last August) in the 
Louisville Courier-Journal: 
"DEAR PET OWNERS: With summer here, please do not 
take your pet along for the ride and leave it locked in the car 
while you run errands and shop. 
"When the temperature is 85 degrees outside, the tem- 
perature inside a parked car (even with the windows lightly 
open) will reach 102 degrees within 10 minutes, And in 30 
minutes it will reach 120 degrees! 
"The normal body temperature ofa dog is approximately 
102 degrees; it can withstand approximately 108 degrees for 
a very short ime before suffering irreparable brain damage 
or death. 
"/Never leave a pet in a parked car in the sun --even with 
the windows open." 
Abby, on the same day in the same newspaper, this news 
release appeared: "Bond was set at $10,000 each yesterday 
for an Ohio couple charged with second-degree murder after 
their 2'/~-month-old son apparently suffocated in a car at 
Mammoth Cave National Park." 
The couple had left the infant in their car while they went 
on a three-hour cave tour. The temperature outside the car 
was in the 90s, and observers aid the windows were left 
open about 2 inches! 
Abby, now that summer is here again, please mphasize 
the importance of protecting children as well as pets. I am 
sure you can put this better than I have. 
JAMES H. RUCKER. ASHLAND, KY. 
DEAR MR. RUCKER: You put it well enough. The 
faets speak for  themselves.  Thanks  for a t imely 
reminder. 
DEAR ABBY: How would you define "old age?" 
BILL HERRICK IN MINNEAPOLIS 
DEAR BILL: To recycle an old cliche, old age, like 
beauty, lies in the mind of the beholder. But I would 
say that you've reached it when: 
You need your glasses to find your glasses. 
You walk into another oom and wonder what you 
went there for. 
People start telling you you're looking good, but no 
one says you're good-looking. 
You pass up a romantic encounter because you're 
worr ied about your heart. 
You think today's policemen look like kids. 
Gett ing marr ied?  Whether you want  a formal  
church wedding or a simple, "do .your -own- th ing"  
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a 
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: 
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 139~ Lasky Drive, Beverly 
Hills, Calif. 90212. 
IM '~  
• "At least she's trying to communicate." 
YourlndividUil:., :! , 
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-12 The guma 47 Before 
ARIF~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) ~4~ El Larse ~affy 48 Bashfel 
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You may not get the 
information you need re -a  
work project. Others •are 
vague or misleading in some 
way. Don't neglect minor 
healthcemPlsinto. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 2O te my 20) 
Save time for creative work. 
Don't let ideas slip away.• 
Deceptive trends affect 
financial dealings. Be wary of 
dubious propositions; 
GEMINI l l f~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Make that purchase you 
want, but be wary in romance 
andpartnership deaflngs. You 
may not be seeing the pictur e
clearly. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 211tO July 22) 
Though you're articulate, 
others may not be us straight- 
forward as you. Don't.be 
trusting with secrets. Watch 
psychosomatic complaints. LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 221 
You're in the mood to 
socialize and could spend too 
much money. Don't be 
feather 
14Mr= 
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S Frightened 
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8 Hunter et 
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l lDen 
16 The prelent 
NBud- -  
|1 Had been. 
=Vrested 
23 Kuwi yam 
~read 
8rim 
20 Cupola 
50 Pitcher 
3Z Famo~ 
political 
eartoenint 
• 34 Emprem of 
France 
anxious to fall in love. You 
tend to be very 
impressionable now. 
• (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Group activities favored~ 
Your ideas have merit. Career 
efforts seem muddled. Don't 
take anything for granted 
regarding domestic interestS. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) . /k~ 
News from a distance may 
be misinterpreted. Behind the 
scene career action favored. 
Keep your own counsel. 
Advice may be faulty. 
SCORPIO m, ;~,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Friends back you re group 
endeavors, though care is 
needed in financial dealings. 
Be wary of get-rich~ulek 
proposals, l " " ~ 
SAGFFrARIUS 21) 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 
Somebody may not fulfill 
their part of the bargain. 
Things left to others may be 
mishandled. Nix on career 
partnership moves. 
CAPRICORN ~ .  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Close allies are enthusiastic. 
Listen to their ideas. It may be 
hard to obtain the facts you 
need re a work project. Others 
may be unreliable. 
AQUARIUS . ~ .  
~Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
The day is not favorable for 
social activities. Loved ones 
seem non-committal. Friends 
in some way may cost you 
money. Be careful. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A loved one~ seems 
artieulate, but mdre fact- 
cheeking is needed. Be careful 
of travel mix-ups. Hot air 
permeates a conversation. 
~elter 
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<author 
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35 Display 
36 Ferber and 
Best 
Avg. solution time:.~ rain. 
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39 Gentle touch 
4Z Island off 
Venezuela 
4,1 The 
turmeric 
45 Galatea 
loved him 
4~ Rodent 
50 Under the 
weather 
51 School of 
scala 
5Z Yellow bugle 
53 Breach 
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Saturday's Cryptoqulp - -  CAPABLE PUBLIC RELATIONS 
MAN MADE SUITABLE MEDIA CONTRACTS. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: Y equals R 
The L~yptoqulp is a simple ssl0qtitution clph~ in which ~ 
letter used stands for another. I[ Y0U think thatX ~uats }Ur~Z ' 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short we ,. 
~nd words using an apostrophe can give you clues to lecatin~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
l ~ .~, /  rt"~ TOOGH I.GOm~-oNe ; J (E ,4tlR,~, JL .~4Y, ¢A~ 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and GarY Peterman 
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' / . . . .  "~";:! :By A laN IIJ~MAN 
++ 4++. '  + '  1 : ' "+;':" •!'#:'•MAYOR•~ISLAND, ~N.Z. 
!' "i~+  ' ' '~ :i '+ '(CP).- -  The'giant gameflsh 
" :~ ' . . ++ - "  :.~ ', ',In'the offshore waters of this 
" " 1+ ': ' : 1" "r [ ' " + +1 ', ~ '+ " .tiny• island have made it 
~+ "+r : ;' " ' : '~ . "  ' famous, " " 
i,:i, +e.f.is a re '  . . . .  u. ........ e at t ract ion 
• " ~ ; ,- , "  - • ' ' " ' .+ . • ;L { ,  " " 
Wild •pigs threatened the already eradicat~dtherats. 'crater lakes, one tinged inhabitants, were attacked Vaderswereslain, the legend 
ferns'. " Introduced pine trees.were •black, the other blue. by a large number" of goes, the waters of the lake 
turned green with their 
"I :: ' " ,. .. But increasingly it's hot, 
: " " " I " [ ' / " only f i shermen who are  
- . -  . ' :  -mak ing  the trip to'the inland 
- .+~ ;in search of mako and 
• . " • " " ' , .hammerhead shark, mar l in  
:+:"- . .and broadbill swordfish. , 
" • . . . . . .  ., . It has become a mecca for .. 
. . , +. -.,+~f,_+ + : .hikers. and nature  lovers, •
, The  inland, roughly, c i r .  
r " 1. :+ + . cular in shepe and about four - 
' ' . kl lometres acrOss, teems 
. . . . .  " ' , .~ 'w i th  bird life in. its 1,277 
"• •i • .  . , 
• . -  . : 
7 •+ : ' ' •' 
hectares of unspoiled forest. 
. Mayor Island, 27 
idlometres off the east coast 
of the northern part of North 
.Island, is the tip of an extinct 
volcano which rose from the 
, sea about 7,000 ~ears ago. 
. I t  i s  accessible by day 
: c ru i ses  from Tauranga and 
, : Whangama~.  
I n  the 19th century the 
island was inhabited by 
Maor~ who brought dogs, 
eats, catt le and, unin- 
tentionally, rats. 
In those t imes Mayor 
Island was constantly under 
attack, by raiding parties of 
other Magi  tribes. 
Over the years the endless 
bloodhsed, eoupled, with 
disease, put, an end to the 
occupation and the last tribal 
residents left the island in 
about 1890. 
... Their. abandoned eats and 
dogs  took to the bush and 
mUltiplied, threatening to 
• wipe  out the native bird life. 
• : ' -•  
t•; ' ' " 
- . . , , |  . 
• . ~ , ' .  
, !  
In 1964 a Conservation pro- destroyed in favor of native - ,Lake!. Aroarotamthine, or  
gram: was undertaRen,, trees and shrubs and bird life Green Lake,.has a Maori 
ridding the island of eats, flourished. " ' legend explaining its color. 
•dogs and ptgs, The cats had In the interior are two The ,Tuhua,.. the origina! 
I + 
." •4  
warriors called the 
Pounami..After a bloody 
battle the invaders were 
routed. So many of the in- 
Cruise Ships like this one are becoming in. 
creasingly more common in waterways 
throughoutthe World. Mpre and more people are 
turning to this leisurely activity for their 
Vacations. This is the M.V. Odessa. 
7 
b lood . ,  
A more mundane-  and 
• scientific - -  exPlanation is 
the presenee~ Of large 
quantities of algae in the 
water. 
Lake Paritu, or Black 
Lake, the less spectacular of 
the+ two), gets its coloring 
from particles of a rock 
called breccia. 
The lakes and other areas 
on the island are accessible 
by various tracks, some of 
them for only the more 
seasoned hiker. 
Shell collectors are also at- 
tracted to May6r Island. A 
wide variety of sea shells can 
he found,,-especially after 
storms. These: include the 
fragile paper nautilus as well 
as the trumpetshellS, once 
used by the Maorls as battle 
bugles. 
All that remains today of 
the Maori presence is the 
outlines of the pas - -  Maori 
fortified homes - -  scattered 
along the coastline, There 
are stil l  occasional 
discoveries Of skulls and 
artifacts'in the vic in i ty of the 
strongholds. 
For the fishermen Iookini 
for action without gsttini 
booked into the big gam~ 
fish, the waters off Mayo~ 
Island are well stocked. A1 
many as 27 different specie~ 
of fish have been taken in I 
day by coastal fishermen 
Crabs and crayfish ar~ 
also plentlfu] in the bays. 
- ;  , ,  . . . .  - ' . :  
Who's the man in 
' 'Sl- pley' suit? 
T ~  who.won't seC6r~d-guess. He's the 'Shipley' suit man. " ' 
The man who insists everything about hissuit be exactly tiqht: tailoring, 
~-~ fabric, style and comfort. A man prepared to pay a little morQ. 
~ to get a lot more. A man like you. You're the 'Shipley' man. 
: . ,  - -  
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Shown me l in t  two  o f  me 
la tea l  i~om the  'Sh lMey '  
le tec lk~l  m ~m~e,  oeL  
They  we Canad lan-made 
nu l l s  e l  a f ine  qua l~ that  
has  ~ • s lm~ol  e l  
exce l~ ~er  the  yesnt .  
Ta i lo red  f rom l ~  
l a l~cs  In b lues ,  I~owne 
and grays  In  ho~inO-  
neat  imi t toms and  
muted  ch lc lm.  S i zes  36 to  
46 to ff i  room I :u t ldL  
~,,,-~,_ ,~ 1260 
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YASHICA MF-1  
Compact  rangef lndar  w i th  bui lt . ln pop. 
up flash. Complete  wi th  case. 
,__. 149.95 
:~ : i : :ua~~~on complete 
wlth S)mm ti.9 lens end case 
299,95._. 
x 
i i i  
YASHICA FX-3 
Includes: 
- -YUS SOmm normal  lens 
- -YUS 28ram W-ang le  lens 
- -YUS 135mm Telephoto lens 
- -Regu lar  Camera body case 
- -Sa far i  canvas  gaclet.bag 
COMPL ETE .PKG.  S PEC IAL  
455.95 
YASHICA 
CS-20 FLASH 
Fits most  Yash lca  3Smm cameras  
49.95 
SIGHT  SOUND 
SKEENA MALL 
PHONE 635-4948 
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• Canad ian  
• , . . . ,p lay .makes  
theat re  
h is tory  
. 1 By AJ. cOL~T~n 
NEW YORK (CP) -- 
Downtown on Christopher 
Street, Canadian actor Erie 
Petm'sen will play with his 
model plane again, en- 
thralling audiences with 
tales of Canadian war hero o,  
. :• :••i  ¸, 
Billy Bishop. 
For  the first time in 
modern New Y lk  theatre = 
history, a new play --  Billy 
Bishop Goes to War --  which 
clawed on Broadway is going 
to reopen off Broadway. 
Although nearly every 
review we favorable, the 
Canadian play about 
Bishop's wartime flying 
exploits intthe First World 
War fumbied at the box 
office and closed ~n Satur- 
'day after lS regular and 
seven preview perfocmances 
at the Morocco Theatre, 
Producers decided that the 
• play should he kept in New 
Yak  while a following is 
developed at a smaU theatre 
where cesta could be trim- 
mod draeticelly. 
• "A-lot of  8rent things 
haven't done well riaht away 
in NeW York," said co- 
producer Christopher 
Wmttan of Vancouver. "But 
we cOuldn't afford to wait in 
this theatre (theMoresco)." 
Billy BlsliOl~ Goes to War 
will reopen June 17 at the 
theatre de Lys on  
Chrlatophor Street, part.of 
the off Broadway theatre 
district in Greenwich 
Village. 
There wi l l  be eight per~ 
fomances a week with 
tickets caled at $14 tops on 
weekends end $12 on week- 
days at the 299-seat de Lys, 
compa/'ed with $30end $18 at 
the 1,009-seat Morocco, 
As Billy Bishop, the young 
men who shot down 72 
German planes, Petermm 
won the Clarence Derwent 
Award as the most 
peomislr~ new actor of the 
1979-80 New York season. 
The 33.year-old Vancouver 
actor is the first Canadian to 
win the award, named after 
the late actor and former 
president of Acotrs Equity 
A.oelaUon; 
: The award, ,  including a 
I;1,000 cash pk4ze, was given 
to Paterson last Friday but 
he'll have to wait f l  the 
accompanying crystal e~ 
while his name is engraved 
on it. 
"We've got the reviews ex- 
cept for the New York Times 
(which was 'non.committal) 
and we've had great 
audience response from 
those who saw the play," 
Wontten said in an interview. 
"We've Just got to sen 
tickets. The show is go/rig to 
have to find an audience." 
Wootte,n, ~,y -cut ive  
director of the Vancouver 
East oultorai c~ntre, sald the 
bii~est bandieap the play 
faced on Broadway was the 
unknown quality of the 
Canadian stars, 
"We came • with the 
Iiilinel Canadian stars end 
it's a twoman show with 
I~o, le nosy ~..-- 
re, Nobody haa near~ 
John Gray and Eric 
Peterson. 
"We gambled that we 
would make them into stars 
--  they would he discovered 
as new talent and everybody 
would want to see this fan- 
tenUe new thing that was 
eoml,S in." 
Pro~, ed by Mike Nichols, 
Lewis ~len and the Van- 
couver East Cultural Centre, 
"' Billy Bishop Goes to War 
cost its backers ~tween 
~0,000 and 1400,000. 
The play was written, 
compeecd end directed by 
John Gray in collaboration 
with Petecs~. 
Variety, the weekly news. 
paper of show business, 
called the play "a soberly 
dramatic end, in the latter 
sequences, a gripplngly 
snspenseful show about a 
remarkable man .,, Erie 
Peterson is superb." 
Brendan Gill, writing in 
the New Yorker, magazine 
said the play was "a 
delightful -- and cunningly 
wrought --  work of art." 
June 10, 1980 
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TORONTO (CP) - -Tha  ' 
world ie movlnil into the 
lollipop sodety and bUlinel 
kid better' re~nize  the 
chan~e if it wante ~ survive, 
ato. planner Micl~l 
=aid Monday. 
He told the annual con- 
ference of the North 
Amsrican Society for c4r-  
~rste P la~ that t lm 
l~U~.~oty  ismuk~d~ by 
the growth in power os'me 
• people, laws will In th~ new era, 
be poasnd ~ p~.e  .~  
people and unpopmsr 
lq0ziatien -- even ff It is 
.-..~i. I ' " . . . .  , , ,o  
. :" • 
• JENN-AIR 
Wall Oven 
- .... ~ ~ ~  
,'. "~ ". -~. Save up . |o r  
~ ,_ ~ ~  
dar iEn|  from 
=3 29oo, . 
,WASHERS .DRYERS .DISHWASHERS 
• "Lowest prises guaranteed" 
V,V  
- -  Din ing .  
',> ....... Co l ,our  e oor.m ,, 
/'Tel eVisi°ns Suites 
_ . . _  o,__, 
impasse to dominate the 
Save up to , j . reistionship over the past 
several years." 
The unpredictability st the 
North American planuln8 
mceaslry -- wil l  d in  he **  i *':~ 
• amid . . . .  :.'.~ ~ " . . . .  " 
Kami, president d Ida own * ' *~ L ": . . . . . . .  
eomniltng f irm, is former . 
director, of long-range ' 
Idaenl~ f l  IBM and V~ 
president of corporate ~ 
planning for Xerox in the : :  
United States. ~. 
• He told the conferwl~e :i ~ '~ 
are dealing with chrome ] :  /{  
world inflation, *' slow -' 
economic growth, hlah '~ 
unemployment, ~ emllff ~ ~,.~ ."~ - 
costs, chanaing political sys- : 
terns and redistribution of 
the world's wealth..  '/'" -;-. : ..... 
A. corporate executive • 
today has to be 
~phre~c - -  l~peal in 
lonking at operations under 
Ns direct control, but irra- 
tional in looking'at the Wild 
around him, Ka~ held. 
"The rational executive ia 
the worst predictor of  co(. 
ternal affairs. He be= to 
learn to understand an 
irrational world, to un- 
dorstond an irrational con- 
Burner." 
Kaml also said there.is too 
much expediency and not 
enough morality in the 
business world. 
Corp~atlons have to he 
smart eneugh today to make 
money honestly, because 
~nmers  are smart ennulh 
to catch them out ff their 
only aim is to make oa many" 
dollars as they can. 
Carl Belie, president of 
the C.D. Howe Institute of 
Montreal, said planners can 
no longer assume tbers is 
any predictable slabllltyin 
the institutions with which 
they must work. 
"Govermnent po]/cy, or 
the lack of policy, has 
become the predominant 
factor affectiNI the future 
outlook," he said. 
,Forecasting policy has 
become anart, not a sclen~ce, 
in today's environment." 
Canada-U.S. relations 
have become unusually 
uncertain i n  recent years. 
"The opportunities for ce- 
menttns old bilateral heads 
and creating new ones awe 
particularly numerous at 
is time, but the ira- 
.- ' ~ environment cannot persist 
• - " (--~-- ~[Z]~]~ for long if" pressures far 
" :Jood seleot ionof  e savin s for newlywedi "]' '=' = 
Bedroom Suites Jun 
i ~ I , trolled. 
• Uncertainties in planul~ 
" [ are loading to a de~em/ve, 
cautious approach by 
' '~ 3 ROOM PAOKAGE DEAL " - - " - "= '  made sense for individual firms at thla time. 
~- ~ "Nevertheless, lack of 
"--- ~ predictability and the kinds 
' ~ room suite dinette o, defensive actions i t  Li"ing,, .eve .  = . . . .~  ~ ~  ~ long-term interest of a 
...... ' ~ su.te bedroom suite, o--e--,... , ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
_ I 299  °` For handy ~ as classified ad 
a,, i !so  L 
.~Save up to ~ Io • as m placement 
use 
• (box and matlreeeextra as low as 259 °°) 
the 
easy to follow 
daily 
herald 
mail-in 
order form 
) 
t \ 
1 
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The 
THREE 
RIVERS 
WORKSHOP 
Is open to the public. We 
have macrame, quilts and 
various wood products. 
Hours: 9 a .m.  - 3 p .m.  
Menday to Friday. 
We are always look for 
wood or material donations. 
INCHESAWAY'CLUB 
meets every Tuesday night 
at 8 In 1he Skeena Health 
Unit. For Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.4565. 
WE IGHT 
WATCHERS• 
Meeting held every Tuesday 
It  7 pm in the Knox. United 
Church Hall, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. 
The Play Centre 
4542 Park Ave. 
630-9211 
• Chlldmlndlng Service 
Supervised Programs for 
children ages !0 months to S 
years. 
LADIES SLIM 
LINECLUB 
meets Monday evening -- 
6:30 p.m. --  United Church 
basement, Kltlmat. 
TERRACE 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
635-9052 
63e.ls14 
635-4646 
Meetings . Monday - Knox 
United Church - 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday: Mills Memorial 
'Hmpltal. 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday - Open meeting - 
Mills Memorial Hospital . 
8:30 p.m.  
FOR INFORMATION 
on the 
BAHAI FAITH 
Phone 
635.4865, 635-2632 or  635.9905 
anytime. 
Ripe Relief - 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Llne for 
Women 
638.8388 
ALANON & 
ALATEEN MEETINGS 
Mondays, at Mi l le  
~'~Aemorlal Hospital at 8 pm. 
Lois 635.7853 
• or Ann635.2776 
Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713 
ME ETI NGS 
Monday - Step Meetings 8:30 
pro' Lutheran Church. : 
wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 0:30 p.m United 
Church. 
Fridays -Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
Kitimat General Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings - Tuesday 
.8 pm Uni.ted Church. 
- BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? in need of sup. 
pert? call Birthright 635.3907 
• 3.4621 Lakelse. Free con. 
f idehtlal pregnancy tests 
ave liable• 
638-1227 635-31~ 
Community Services 
Coming Events 1 
NOtices 2" 
Births 3 
Engagemgnts 4 
Mar rlagesl " S 
Obituaries 6 
Cardof Thanks - 8 
InMemorium 9 
Auctlooo 10 
Personal 13 
Business Personal 14 
Found 15 
Lost 16 
He Ip Wanted 19 
Situations Wanted 24 
Properly for Rent 2,5 
TV& Stereo ' 28 
Mm. ical Instr~mento 29 
INDEX 
Furniture& Appliances 30 
GarageSale 31 
Motorcycles 32 
For Sale Miscellaneous 33 
For Rent Miscellaneous 34 
Swap & Trade 35 
For Hire 36 
Pets ' • 37 
Wanted Miscellaneous 38 
Marine 39 . 
Machinery for Sale 41 
Rooms for Rent 43 
Room & Board 44 
Homes for Rent ' 47 
Suites for Rent 48. 
HOmes for Sale 49 
HOmes Wanted ,50 
Wan ted tO Rent $2 
Business Properly ~5 
Property for sale 
Business Opportunity 56 
Automobl lee ~;7 
UC ks $9 
bileHomes $9 
Tenders 60 
Property Wanted 61 
Aircrafts .63 
Loans 64. 
Financial 65 
Recreational Vehicles 66 
Services 67 
Legal 611 
Professionals 69 
Livestock . 70 
CLASSIFI ED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or les~ S2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words 5 cents per word. 3 or more con. 
secutive Insertions S1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
Fi~t insertion charged for whether un or 
not. Absolutely no refunds after ad has been 
set. 
CORRECTIONS: ~' 
Must be made, before second insertiOn. 
Allowance can be m ade for only one incorrect 
~cJ. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
$1.00 pick Up. 
S1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE: 
28 cents per agate line. Minimum charge 
~.00 per insertion• 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 'TRANSIENT 
ADVERTISING: 
$4.06 per Column inch• 
BUSIN ESS PERSONALS: 
M.(X) per line per month• On a four month 
basis only. 
COMING EVENTS: 
Flat Rate $2.00, 25 words or less, maximum• 
five days. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: • 
NOOn two days prier to publicatiOn day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 a.m. m day previous to day of 
publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER 
other than BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT• 
Service charge af SS.00 onall N.S.F. cheques, 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news submitted within 
One month• 55.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement pictures. News 
of weddings (write-ups) received one month 
or more after event SI0.00 charge, with or 
without, picture. Subject to condensation; 
Payable In advance. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 2M9 
HOME OELIVE RY 
Phone 635.~5/ 
m 
CLASSIF IED AC~:OUNCEMENTS: 
Notices S.50 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Engage ments 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Obituaries 5.50 
Obituaries . 5.50 
Card of Th inks " 5.50 
In Memorium S.S0 
PHONE 6356357- Classified Advertising 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October 1, 1975 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth. 3.00 
By Carrier 9ear 3100 
By Mail 3 mth. 15.00 
By-Mall 6 mth. 25.00. 
By Mail I yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America one year 55.00. 
The Herald reserves the right to classlfy ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rotes 
therefore and to determine page location• 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit; 
classify or reject any advertisement end to 
-retain any answers directed to the Herald, 
Box Reply ,Service and to repay the customer 
the sum paid for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box reptles on "Hold;' instructions not picked 
up within 10 days of expiry of an ad. 
~rtisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions .are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to 
send Originals Of dOcuments to avoid loss. All 
claims of errors in advertisements must be 
received by the publisher within 30 days after 
the first publication. 
It is agreed hy the advertiser r~questing 
space that the liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error appearing in the 
advertisement aspublished shall be limited 
to the amount paid by the advertiser for only 
one incorrect insertion for ~e portion of the 
advertising space occupied by the incorrect 
or omitted item only, and that there shall be 
no liability to any event greater than the 
amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements mu%t ram HV with thP. 
British Columbia Humd, NKJhtS Act wh, h 
prohibits any advertising that discriminates 
against any person because at his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, ancestry or" 
place of Origin, or because his ageis behveen 
44 and 65 years, unless the condltien Is 
iustifled by a bona fide requirement for the 
work involved. 
i 
TERRRCE dal" 
KITImRT 
h 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Your  Ad 
Name ................................ Address  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Town ................................ Phone ................................ 
C lass i f icat ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  No. of  dayS' ""~;"A'; '~"-i:-": '~';,:h'~: ~ , , , , , ,=  v , ,~ , , , , ,  
20 words  or  less: $2 per day cheque or  money  order  to: 
$4.50 for three  consecut ive days  DAILY  HERALD 
$6 for four consecut ive days 3212 Ka lum St. 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
$7.50 for  f ive consecut ive days  V8G 2M9 
i 
t 
% 
SKEENA 
HEALTH DISTRICT 
33-3¢12 Kalum st. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0311 
Child Health Conferences- 
weekly at Kalum St. every 
Tuesday - 1:30 . 3:50 p.m. 
Phone for appointment. Held 
at Thornhlll Elementary, 4th 
Tuesday every month from 
1:30 • 3:30 p.m. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children, must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
• Adult Immunization Clinics 
- -every  Monday and 
Wednesday. 3 - 4:10 p.m. By 
appointment only. 
. SKEENA CENT.RE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMU N ITY 
., We offer 
COPFEE . 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
in a friendly 
Drop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCi"ION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
Prenata! Classes - -  held as well as an area for 
throughout year for ex -  relaxation. For more: In. 
pedant parents. Phone for formation about these and 
details and registration. 
Prenatal Breathing & 
Relaxation• Exercises --  
every Monday I .  2 p.m. 
Home Nursing Care - -  
• Nursing Care in the home tar 
those who need it, on referral 
from family doctor. Terrace 
area only. 
Baby's First Year - -every  
Thursday 10 a.m. - 12 noon. 
Drop.in classes on Infant 
growth and development, 
nutrition, I)lay, safety, cam 
during Illness etc. Phone for 
details. 
other activities, please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
SkeenaCentre. See you there 
anytime between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday through 
Friday. 
TERRACE 
WOME I~'S 
CENTRE 
-- A support service 
For Wome n-- 
4711 Lazelle Avenue 
Behind T IIIIcu m Theatre 
635-5145 , ' 
in: 9 am: 5 pm Monda~ Drop 
thru Thursday. | 
Preschool Screening Clinics 9 am -4 pm Friday. We offer 
- -he ld  once monthly. 
Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Phone for appointment.' 
V.D. Clinic - -  Counselling 
and treatment available. 
Phone for appointment. 
SanitatiOn- Public Health 
Inspectors can assist with 
sanitation problems such as. 
food poisonings and com- 
plaints, sewage disposal, 
private water supplies and 
nOIsances. 
TERRACE FITNESS 
Funfest.Sunday June 22. 
Pancake breakfast. 
Parade,10 a.m. Challenge 
eventB Buggy race, miler 
skatlhg and swimming. 
Display booth s, Food 
Challenge cup bike road 
race. 
. " (p19.20Ju) 
"F IESTA,  FILIPINIANA" 
The Filipino.Canadian 
Atlocl'atlon of. Terrace. 
KltlmBt IS sponsoring 
"F IESTA ~ 
FILIP INIANA'!; a dinner 
den(,:t teaturlng Philippine 
oJIslne and entertainment, 
on June 14, 1980. The 
dinner dance which will be 
held at the Oddtellows Hall 
at 3222 Munroo St. In 
Terrace will mark the 
association's debut In the 
distrk:t. It will feature a 
surprise door prize, folk 
dance presentation and 
more surprises. The 
association, after the 
warm wdcome 'given to 
them In Kitlmat last" year, 
Is anticipating an equally 
warm reception and 
support from Terrace. 
Tlcketewlll be available at 
the New Quadra Travel or 
call Tel: 635.7371 or 635- 
9615. Admission per person 
w,I ~ sis.go. ~ (ps.13M) 
a comfortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas.'Children are welcome. 
Evening Programs 
begin at a 
flexible 7:30 pm 
Mondays 
. support group for women 
concerned about the aging 
process. 
Wednesday N Ights 
1st. open coffee house. 2nd - 
single parents night• 
Thursday Nights 
HARLEY'S 
• PAINTING& 
DECORATING 
Drywall-:Stucco -Tile 
Linoleum & Carpet 
Free estimates 
Phone 638.1095 
(am-1-O5-80) 
CEDAR SHAKES 
L I~F;  NSE I )  AU I ~ U  I IV I= 
Mechanic required. 40 
hours week. Competitive 
rates. Full company 
benefits. Apply In person 
to: Mr. T. Coulter; K mart 
Canada Ltd., Skeane Mall. 
• (aifn-7-0.5.80) 
I ability tO becorne a:. I '  
ISuooessfuil 
I Executive? 
I ' . : THEN,  
I We want YOUR talents 
I We NEED your talentsl 
i  .ers grow TOGETHER 
WE AsK:THE" 
FOLLOWING OF You:  
1. Compatibility with , 
Wilhngness to relocat~ 
~: people 
Minimum Grdde 12  
education 
4. •Front line 
dete~;minallon 
WE OFFER: " 
1. Pride in your, , 
~i accomplishments 
Good positions 
Good benefits 
d. Good remuneration 
But  most important of a 
a chance for a secure 
and sucoessfurfuture. 
Excellent opportunity f~  
recent graduates., 
• i 
- -K  mart - - -  
CANADA,  L IMITED 
Call:' 
Mr. Coulter 
K mart 
Skeena Mall . ; 
(atfn-Tu, FrG-6-80) 
FUND RAISING program 
for  local charities, chur. 
Speechand Hearing Clinic-- 1st and 3rd ~ women's night FOR SALE 
Audiology assessments are out. 2nd, general meetings. Lastlngperformance, 
done on referral by family 4th-men and'women's night comfort and beauty for your 
physician or community : ' ' home. Competitive prices* 
health nurse• Hearing aid 
assessments are done on 
referral by family physician: 
Assessrnent and therapy 
conducted f.or speech, 
language, voice and stut. 
taring problems . preschool 
through adult. Preschool 
screening conducted in 
coniunction with Nurse's 
monthly screenln'g clinic. 
Long Term Care -- 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
Community Vocational . 
Rehabilitation Services - -  
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant• 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.  
In St. Maffhew's Anglican 
Church basement. 
Phone 
635.4427 
after 6:30p.m. 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provide 
assistance with .household 
management and daily 
living activities to aged, 
handicapped, con. 
WOMEN and advantages compared to 
'"  ~ADDICTS other  roof ing materials. 
Aself-supportgroup Other ~ses: Exterior and 
Meetings: 7:30 p.m. every Interior deco;'atlng. Ask us 
Tuesday at the Women 's abput it. 
Centre, 4711 Lazelle• Fm HEXAGON 
more information call 635 Forest Products Ltd. 
5025- Denise, 635-4393 • 635-3231 
Pauline (ctfn.7-05.80 
MEALS ON 'WHEELS 
.... avai lable to elderly, 
handicapped, chronically 
III or convalescents-- hot 
full course meals delivered 
Monday, Wednesday, 
Thursday• Cost: Minimal. 
Phone Homemaker Ser- 
vices. 
635-5135 
THE CATHOLIC Womens 
League O f Terrace will be 
holding Its last meeting 
- before summer foflowlng 
the 7:30 Mass, on Wed. 
nesday, June 11, 1980. All' 
women of the parish are 
Invited to attend, even If 
• only tohave coffee with us.. 
(~.11Ju) 
valescents, chronically III, TERRACE FITNESS 
etc. Funtost spectator, show at. 
4711 Lazelle Ave; natlona I stars on 
Skateboards, Trampoline, 
DEBT COUNSELLOR and rollerskates, Frlsbee, 
CONSUMER COM. FoBhloo Show. Saturday 
PLAINTS OFFICER. June 21 7:30 p.m. at •the 
Areal. $2 and $1 tickets. 
Funded by B.C, Dept..of (p19.20Ju) 
Consumer Services. 
Terrace Community THE SALVATION ARMY 
Services Building, 4711 Thrift Store Is having a 
Lazelte Avenue; Terrace, Father's Day Sale 
B.C. VSG 1T3. Free Saturday, June 1Mh from• 
government sponsored aid 10:30.4:30. All men's wear 
to anyone having debt ~ el, half price. 
problems through over. ' (P3.13Ju) 
extended credit. , 
Bucigettlng advice 
available. Consumer 
complaints handled. Area, 
covered . 70 mile radius 
from Terrace Including 
Kitlmat. Counsellor visits 
Kit lmat Community . 
Services, 120 Nechako 
Centre, on a regular basis. • 
Terrace office open dally 
2:30 to5 p.m.P.M. • phone 
638.1256 for appointment. 
A•M. .  phone 635.5135. 
t 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclate; 
any donations of good, clean' 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys elL. for their 
Thrift Shop. For plc:kup 
serv Ice phone 635.5320 or 635-' 
5233or leave donations at the 
Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on S,~turdays bet. 
wean"11 am and:~ pm. Thank 
you. 
THE TERRACE Dog Club'a 
Fun Match 29 June . 
Thornhlll Community Hall• 
Children's Pet Parade: 
11:00 a.m. no charge 
Obedience Trials: 12:30 
noon 54.00 per entry 
Contormatlon Trials: 2:00 
p.m. $4.00 per entry For 
further Intormatlon & pro. 
registration contact Mrs. 
Jean Blakey at: 635.6484. 
(p15.27Ju) 
TH E NORTHW EaT Womens 
Festival, a celebration for 
women and children from 
across the Northwest, 
FrldBy Evening June 13 to 
Sunday noon. Meals and 
daycare provided. Pre. 
register by calling 635- 
5145, o r  drop In to the 
women's centre at 4711 
Lazelle Ave .  Tran. 
sportatlon available, and 
all women are welcome. 
(PS.13Ju) 
FILTER QUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
6,15.7096 
(a m.15.05-80) 
J. Hoyle B. Comm. 
J. Hoyle B. Comm. 
Business Consultants 
specializing In bookkeeping, 
recruiting, marketing and 
personal taxatlon..Phone 
635-7855 
evenings& Saturdays 
" (am.1.05-80). 
VOICE PAGING ....... 
would like a summer 
babysitting lob'. 
References available. Call 
638.1,177 o r 635-6507. Free to 
start Immediately. 
, (~- I~U)  
I;IUALIFIED CARPENTE'R, ' 
tradesman. Fully 
equipped with air tools. 
• Available for renovations,. 
custom cabinets, arborlte, 
formica Installations. Will, 
consider all other types of 
finishing work. Phone 635. - 
g0e. 
(c10-13Ju) 
Mrs;. e. MacNelh former 
Klt imat piano teacher 
.wil l  be taking ap .  
"pilcatlons for Sept. 
lessons. Study is through 
Royal Conservatory of 
Toronto & lessons In 
theory will be available In 
group Classes as well as 
"private tuition A pre 
~chool muelc group will 
also be held. - -  l imit 8 
children Phone 633.6963: 
(p3.3,10,17J u)_ " 
YAMAHA 610 receiver dual 
turn table. Best offer. 
Phone after 4 p.m. 632.$188 
(ca.101) 
ONE ELECTRIC piano 
Excellent cond. Asking 
price 5400..635 3542 after 
• 5:30 weekdays. 
(cS.12Ju) 
. ches, non-profit groups 
and  alert associations Is 
available. Interested 
groups should contact Mr. FOR SALE 
McCarthy or Mrs. Stewart 
at 625.6357 days. (nc.tfn), 
NEEDED: Person with rock, 
rake attachment for 
Iractor to'do a large back. 
• yard. Needed as soon as 
posslble. Please call 635. 
6337 before S p.m. or'630., 
1753. ' 
[sffn.29.05.80) 
INTE RVIEWERS 
REQUIRED for consumer 
surveys. Experlnce 'not 
necessary. Specific In. 
structlom with each study 
sent out. Hourly rate and 
expenses aid. Door.to.door 
Intervlewln'g In selected 
locations. Weekdays 4-9, 
Saturdays 10.4. Applicants 
must be neat in ap. 
pnarance and speak 
• English well. Car essen. 
tlat. 
Anyone with permanent 
position o r  looking for 
steady lob need not apply. 
For furthe r Information, 
Complete coverage in contact Canadian Facts, 
Terrace and Kitlmat. Call ' Sift Floor. 1112 W. Pender, 
collect for an appointment 
with our representative. 
, PERCOM 
SYSTEMS L IMITED 
624-4960 
(am~10A) 
THORNHILL ' 
EXCAVATI NG 
Basements, 
Water & sewer lines 
Septic tanks 
635-5347 
(a-6A), 
Call " 
CEDAR DESIGN 
CONSTRUCTION & 
. RENOVATIONS 
forall your carpentry needs. 
Reasonable rates. No Job too 
small. Phone 
• 635-4656, 
(am.l.0S.80), 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 251 
(ca-101) 
THE TORONTO Dominion 
Bank requires an, ex. 
perlenced poster. Apply In 
person. ' (c7.13Ju) 
LOST - set of keys. Lost near 
Goulet Street on Tuesday 
at 9 p.m. Phone 635.9493 
anytime. 
(p3.10Ju) 
br own 
chestorfleld & chair S55.00 
Kitchen table & four chairs 
$;15.00 5mall frldge $40.00. 
Phone: 63.5.2080. 
(~. 12Ju) 
4x8 POOL TABLE. Balls & 
cues. I n new condition; 635. 
2145. 
(__~.11Ju) 
Eioctrolux [" 
VACUUM , 
CLEANER 
for sale order " 
Excellent working 
Phone I 638-1753 
(stfn.9.05-8O) 
with brand new hose. 
Bags and filter Included. 
1980 - 150 YAMAHA Special. 
i Llke new, hardly been 
drlven, Leaving town. 
53600 firm. 638-1726 after 4 
pro. 
(ps.16Ju) 
]97/ . ;SO CC Honda ow 
falrlng, tape.deck. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 638-,1676. 
(p10:11Ju) 
79XS 1100 YAMAHA Special 
motorbike, 16,000 km.  
Good condltlon, Phone 
after 4 p .m.  632-,5188. (c5- 
lOi) 
29/1 RMI0 SUZUKI dirt bike. 
!n excellent condition. 
Phone 633.3019 after 6 p.m. 
(ps.13Ju) 
1976 CB750 K.G. Lots of 
Chrome. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Ph 635- 
3698 or view at 3239 River 
Drive. 
( l~.loJu) 
1975 2.50 CAN ANL Good 
condition. Phone after S & 
weekends 625.2L~9. 
(pS.12Ju) 
Harley Davidson Motor 
cycles. Northern BC 
dealer. 
North Country Sports and 
Equipment. PO Box 100. 
New Hazelton BC Phone 
842-6269. 
(cffn-2-6-80) 
ONE USED frankl in 
flrq)lace for sale. Phone 
635 26113 offer 4 p.m. 
(pl-10Ju) 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
In thefollowlng areas 
Thnrnhill 
Klrsh, Maple, KuIspah 
Sonde, Toynbee, Old 
Lakelse Lake Rd., 
Muller, Emprre, 
N~Nel I ,  Seaton. 
Terrace 
Twesdle, Munroe, River 
Dr.; Skeona Valley, 
Thomas, Pheasant, 4600 
Davis, 4600 Scott. 
Kltimot 
• Whittlesey, Swannelle, 
Currle, Anderson, 
Baker, Carswell, Dunn, 
Davy. 
if you are Internted In 
any of the following 
routes please phone 
635-6357 
between 9 am - 5 pm 
(nc.tfn) 
NEEDLEcRAFT Op- 
portunity. Be creative. 
Earn extra Income. Our" 
beautiful craft kits are fun 
to demonstrate and easy to 
sell. Generous cam- 
missions No Inventory. 
Free hostess gifts. I need 
someone in the Terrace 
area. Contact Janet 
Connolly 1376 2nd Ave. 
Trail BC VIR 1L9. 
(cS.12Ju) 
410 JOHN DEERE for hire 
or contract fo r  land- 
scaping. Backhoe and 
dump ~uck. Also black top 
soil for sale. Phone 635. 
• 4001. 
(ctfn.2-6-80) 
PLUMBER looking for 
work .  Reasonable rates. 
Phone 798.2412. 
(ci0.19Ju) 
i 
/ 
• '~i' , .  FOR: SALE - 18' dlamafer 
/:.::~/i ~, awlmmlngpoohwith pump 
. & fi lter. :Asklng $475,00. 
:, Phone 635-60(56. 
• (p3.12Ju) 
/::"i; 2. NEW "FRONT fenders for  
. .. :"~.+. " : 19'/3 four door Maverlck; 
. . . . .  ::; ...... 63~14L m ~ 
' 4 : : ' '~ '~r  k ~ " / ; ' (p5.16Ju) 
: i / ' . - . . .  ~:~:~",..~+.: . . '  . . . . . .  
. . '~'~ ; . :~,  . , . . 
' . "~-i-~.,:2 NEAR NEW 17S by 14X.  
" .~i~::'.:', r Mlclmlansummer fires0n 
-.'::~ ~ F0rd wheels, :Phone 
f+ : ' J ' " "  I " r ; ' I ' ( ~ I ~  U)  I 
OHE" I0" .  teblosaw. Com. 
i: i~ete. RUdY to run. Phone 
• . : 635-3780. : 
. . . .  . : " " (p3.12Ju) 
': r "  . .O IL  FURKN( :E /  12 years 
• . ..... '~, ' old. Also hotwater tank, 2 
yrs.-old; 5350,00• Phone 635. 
. . . .  30~,  
. (p~lgJu) 
• - ' FA IRBANKS MORSE Model 
" Z stationery onglne. Style 
"C sel f  o i l ing .  Wol'klng 
+ : • , condition. 1974 Capri with 
35,000 tulles, 635.1684 or 
, : / : 635~1395. 
(ps.11Ju) 
FEED • GRAIN for sale. 
Baals loaded In bulk. 
• F.C).B. Prlnce Rupert. 
,.(h'afn screenlng pellets. 
• $/5. per metrlc ton by the 
• carlcad. Mlxed feed oats 
+ S65 per ton. 10 ton mln., 
No. I ' - .  feed S.S.G.S. 
• (Broken Wheat). $95. pe~ 
fan ~ 10 tad minimum.. 
Phone Rod Alderdlce at 
:~ 624.6110 or 624-3013. Arc- 
I tlc Grain P.R. 
- [ . (c15.13M)' 
%. 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
+ 
• HALL RENTALS 
. - Elks Hall. Tetrault St. 
For further Information call 
• 635-5121 
' (atfn.Tu19-02-80)•' 
HALL RENTALS" Odd. 
fellows Hall - 3222 Munroe. 
For *further Informetlon 
phone 635.2"/94 or 635.5661. 
(affn7.8.7~Tu,F r )  
PRE 1966 SILVER coins Will 
pay 7 timesface value: For 
Canadian or American 
coins. Phone 638.1323. 
After 4 p.m. 
(ps.~13Ju) 
15,/  FoOT ski wire " 
camper top. 65 HP Mer- 
cury outboard & t i l t  
trai ler.  Water skis In- 
dudad. Phone 635.4398. 
(cA.13Ju) 
18Ya' DOUBLE eagle. New 
m~0r. Trim tabs. Cooking 
facll|tles. New canvas. 
Depth. sounder. Phofie 63.~- 
" 9o53. : (cffn.2,~.50) 
BOAT SEATS, puil out Into 
sleepers. Satellite Vinyl. 
and'  Fabrics. Custom 
upholstery. RR3 John's 
Road Terrace. Phone 635, 
4548. 
(cffri-2.5-80) 
~2' M( )NTEGO Deep V 225 
OM$ Inboard outboard, 
• trim tabs, tar)dam axle,. 
shorllner trailer.' S10,500, 
Days 847.4478 night 847. 
3805. (P18.11Ju) 
WANTED TO BUY, rent or 
lease. Herring skiff with 
outboards. Write "to Mr. 
Nellson P.O. Box 200~, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 4C5. 
(c20.18Ju) 
1976 24' FIBERFORM With 
command bridge. 233 
Mercrulser, FWC, CB, 
depth sounder, head, full 
gelley," anchor package, 
full canvas & new dual- 
batteries, plus more. 
$]17,200. Phone 638-1879., 
after S p.m. 
(p10.19Ju) 
PUREBRED.  Old English 
PARTS FOR HD11 - In- 
lectlon fuel pump, turbo. 
charger, front idlers, 
rollers for u~dercarrlage, 
geers fo r  F50 winches. 
Pl?one ¢15-2427 or-2801 
Cremer Street. 
(pl0.20J u) 
I~  DODGE tandem dump 
truck In,good running 
order. Phone 635-7658 (c. 
DUPLEX for sale. One unit 
has three bedrooms, ,the 
other four, plus a one. 
bedroom suite In 
basement. Close to: school 
and hospital. Ask ing  
$95,000. Phone 635.2417. 
1966 "I~LYMOUTH Sateiifte. 
Good running cQndit!on. 
Must soil. Any reasonable 
offer. Phone 635.6475. 
(cA.13Ju) 
19/S FIAT 124 sport,Spider. 
(pm.27Ju) Convertible $4,000. Hard 
• " top  S~00.'Call before 11' 
FOR SALE BY Bullder on" ,. p.m. 635.6487. 
.M~nro Street. 3 bdrm. , : ; ( (p20 .10 Jy )  
homeon large'spacious lot. ~" " 
WIll. consider trades. Full 1979 :rHUNDERBIRD. 
warranty program. (2 Immaculate co~dltlon, 
left). Phone collect 562, 
4114 •days or 563-3332' 
evenings and weekends. 
, (cffn.l.05-00) 
TWO ~ BEDROOM well 
meintalned house. Ex- 
cdlent condition. $45,000.! 
Phone 635.2977 after 5 p.m.. 
. or638-81~ forappolntment 
to view. Good assumable 
"mortgage. (cffn.4•6.80) 
FAMILY of four taking up. 
permanent residence In 
Terrace July 1st want to 
rent three or four bedroom 
home possible with optlon 
to purchase, pending sale 
of own property. Willing to 
pay telr monthly rent for 
suitable place. Fifty dollar 
reward to anyone able to 
find such eccommodatlon. 
Write: House, No. 24551 
Grelg Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 1M7. Phone: 635-9126. 
(p4.13Ju) 
YOUNG cOUPLE with three 
children, would llke to rent 
a 2 or 3 bedroom house, 
preferably furnished, by 
July I, phone 635-6756. 
(stfn-28.05.80) 
1800 SQ. FT. retail store 
location available for lease 
on L&elle Avenue. Car- 
paled with finished In." 
terior. Good corner 
location with af'nPle 
parking. Contact C Me. 
Carthy at 635.6357 or phone 
Vancouver at 255.1939. 
(cffn-2.6.80) 
6500 SQUARI~ feet prime, 
retail space. Nechako 
Centre In Kltlmat. Apply 
sequol Developments Ltd. 
650 Kuldo Bird• Kitlmat. 
loaded., Asklng $10,500. 
Phone 635.9453. • 
(ps-16Ju) 
• 1976 GRAN TORINO 2 door 
hard top. Good condition. 
35152700.12 foot aluminum 
boat" and trai ler  $600. 
Phone 635.7766. 
(ctfn.2.6~0) 
1979 BLK. MONTE CARLO.  
2 yrs lef.t on extended 
warranty. P.W., P.B., 
P.S., factory, cassette, 
smoked glass removable 
roof. Summer & winter 
red lels. ~- U nderceated 
deluxe Intorlor. $7,000 or 
will, consldor cash and 
trade for lerge • motor~ 
cycle. Phone 635-919) days 
or 635.3964 evenings. 
(cl0.11Uu) 
1979 - +CHRYSLER 1New 
Yorker. 23,000 K.M. Fully 
equlppMJ. Asking $10,500 
OBO Interested parties 
only - 632.4055. 
(c.S.11J0) 
25 MPG, 71 PLYMOUTH 
Seam p. 2 door hard top. 
Slant 6. Comes with new 
snows. Beautlfut¢onditlon. 
$189S 635.2803 Ask for 
Randy or  leave message. 
(pA.12Ju) 
1952 WILLYS (4x4) 221 Ford 
motor. Panel body. 1964 
Willys (4x4) 327 Chev. 
Modified body. Phone 635- 
2723. 
(p4.11Ju) 
1979 HONDA CIVIC. LoW 
mlleage, near new con- 
dltlon. 1978 Chev =/~ ton 
pickup. V8 auto, 2 gas 
tanks& canopy top. Can be 
viewed at Terrace 
Chrysler'slot. Contact Bob 
at Scoflabank. concerning 
bMs. 635-2261. 
(cffn-l.~-80) 
Shoopdog. 6. woeks~ otd.:~,',, ;ffh4.6.80)" ' :' 
i{l~k, lng- $175;00 "ee: Phone . . . . . . . . . .  F ~ i  ' ' . . . . . . . . . .  
~12,40~,.. :..... (cS.11Ju) RAMNUY CRANE leader 
'NORWEGIAN . Eikhound 
male puppies (Medium 
size, huskey.llke breed) 
phone 632.5077. (cS.i2Ju) 
TWO GERMAN SHEPARD 
" o"oss puppies. Must be 
Maced' soon. 2V~ months 
rid. Phone 635-9210 or view 
at 4470Copper River Reed. 
(nc 13 Ju) 
• 10 WEEK MALE registered 
Basset puppy. Phone 638- 
1720. 
(c4.13Ju) 
DIDYOU KN0W 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kmlum . 638-1613 
Is'not only Terrace's most 
unique second hand store 
. - -  but ~klso have a good 
solectlon of glflware for 
every occasion. 
Brassware -Wicker - Oak 
frame bar mirrors - 
Antique reproductlone - 
Packsacks,- Guns - 
Ammunit ion- Fishing 
rods" and reels 
Bucknlves- Ruko scopes- 
Hand guns. Rifles. 
GOOD USED 
FURNITURE 
and APPLIANCES 
OUNSMITHING 
REELS REPAIRED 
All at the lowest prices In 
town. We Invite you to 
come and browse. 
.. WE " ;  BUY.  
- -  SELL  - -  TRADE - -  
(etfn.T u,W, F.21.05.em)) 
" -  r ; '  
I 
' CASH ' i 
For old batforles from;/" 
+cars, trucks, and cats. I 
Will pick.up. Phone 635. | 
4aS, . (pm.20Ju) ~ i .
W'ANTED 
/by  local manufacturing 
: /mi l l ,  large dimension 
,/~agS. ( le"  and up), Of alp 
'. Species. + 
• Phone 
6363331 : 
' . .  Hexagon 
• Forest 
Products 
- (cff.n:5.0s.s0) 
with winch. 45 ft. reach. 6 
ton lift capacity, l~S.Chev 
3ton long wheel base. Steel 
deck. 2 speed rear end V6 
~3 Jimmy motor 1977 
Plymouth Volarb. 23,000 
km. A1 condition. 1976 
Co.met 4 door. 302 motor• 
20,000 km. 1970 In. 
ternatlonal 4 ton. Long 
wheel bee,with steel deck. 
345 HP motor. Phone 635; 
5120 anytime. 
(cs-13Ju) 
1976 JOHN DEERE 740 
Skldder. Good condition. 
Phone 635.3800 after 5 p.m. 
(pS-13Ju) 
1966 WHITE 335 Cummins. 
With 14 foot gravel box. 
$14,500. IW4 Ford Llmltad 
4 door 6900 miles $I~50. 
Phone 635.9576 or 635-6927, 
(ctfn.2-6-80) 
FaRO 5000 dump truck Good 
condition. Phone 635-5029. 
(p3-10Ju) 
COUNTRY HOME on one 
acre of land with fruit 
trees, woodshed, storage 
shed, excellent well. Older, 
two.atorey frame home ' 
with wood. and propane 
heat. Good family home 
located on north bank of 
Usk, good Investment. 
Only eerleus parties need 
Inquire. Phone 635.3254 
eves. and weekends, 
(p3.6,10,13Ju) 
3 BR HOUSE with finished 
basement. Located In 
Copperslde Estates. Phon~ 
635.3350 after 6 p.m. 
/ .. (D12-10J U) 
3 BR HOUSE with basement 
on t/~ acre. lot In town. 1976 
Phone 635-4591. 
(c9-13J0) 
3 BR BASEMENT home in 
Thcrnhlll. $58,500. Phone 
635.438,1. 
(cffn:3-6.80) 
.... 632"2~3' (ctfn.2+-80) 
900 SQ. FT.  bn  second floor. 
Alr condlt loned. Located 
at 4623 Lakelse Phone 635. 
2552. 
(cffn-2.6.80) 
FOR RENTor lease. 1386 sq. 
ft. In downtown location. 
Formerly used as a retail 
business but available for 
other uses. Possibility of , 
renting adlacent one 
bedroom suite In con. 
l umctlon with store. For 
further details contact 
Danny Sheridan et Prudon 
& Currle (1976) Ltd.. 4648 
LakeleeAve., or phone 635. 
6142. 
(cS.11Ju) 
~/~ ACRE for sale. On the 
bench. Just outside city 
limits. Plse Phone 638- 
1246. 
(cffn-6.6-80) 
LOT FOR SALE at Cop. 
perslde Estates. Water 
hookup. Near paved road.. 
Asking price $8,000. Phone 
~.70el .  (pS-101) 
CORNER GROCERY store 
end 2 BR house. Equip• 
merit Included. Located In 
pr ime residential area. 
Store does a good.year 
round turn over. Write to 
box 1250, c-o Dally Herald. 
(cffn.2.6.80) 
AUSTIN Marina 
Deluxe. S3500 OBO. 635. 
.~10 after 6 p:m. 
(l~-13Ju) 
MUST SELL. 1978 Honda 
Civic 5 speed hatchback. 
638.1596 after 6 I~.m. 
(pA.13Ju) NEARLY NEW 3 BR home. 
Carpeted throughout full 
basement. Fireplace, . 1974 FORD TORINO 4 door. 
ensuite, Carport. 302 Automatic. P.S P-B. 
Auumable 101/4 percent Needs a Ilflle bodywork. 
mortgage. Price $76,500. Phone 630-1476. 
ClOSe to school. Phone (~-11Ju)  
after 6 p.m. 635-6430. 1971 VW STATION WAGON. 
(c10.12Ju)• needs new motor. Must 
COUN'I'RY LIVING In the se11.~$450 OBO Crosa  
dry. 10 acres, fruit trees, countrysklls 150 ca. wood 
.. garden, b~,tdlngs, large with metal bindings. $25. 
house, wood furnace. 635. Phone 63S.32S4 evenlngs & 
~4 after 4. weekends. 
(ps.13Ju) (p3.6,10,13Ju) 
TWO 1978 FORD pickups 
FlS0, 6 cylinder, 3 speed. 
Perfect running condition 
-Low mileage. Asking 
$5,195. eaCh. LApply at 2- 
Terrace Trailer Court. or 
phone 635.6756. 
(cffn-2.6-50) .. 
1974 TOYOTA Landcrulser 
4x4. With or without 8,000 
.worn winch. Good con. 
dltion. Phone 635.9337 or 
view at 4613 Streume. 
• (c10.19Ju) 
1974 CH EVROLET =/4 ton flat" 
deck. Heavy duty springs. 
Asking $2;100. 1973 Buick 4 
door H.T. 350 cu. in. Asking 
S1,150. Phone 635.2670 or 
635-5177. 
(sffn.23.04-80) 
1971 DODGE VAN. Good 
condition. Phona~ 6~-5088 
after 6 pro. 
(stfn-5.21.S0) 
ONE 1966 Camperlzed 
Mercury Van. One 1965 
International Travel.all. 
Phone 635.5045 ask for 
Terry. (~101) 
1973 INTERNATIONAL 1 ton' 
4x4 flatdeck. 25,000 miles. 
Offers to $3500.00 14t/= ' .K & 
C boat with 50 HP motor ; 
Trailer end canvas top. 
• Offers to'52500. Phone 635- 
2348. ~ 
(pA.3,6,10,13Ju) 
I ,,+ 
• , . .  • 
SKB 
Auto 
Salvage 
Ltd. 
offers);ou 
the largest 
selection ~.  
TRUCK 
PARTS 
Inthe 
Northwest: 
PLUS 
a variety of 
gondcarperta. 
eSs-2ssS 
e v m0* 
2914 
$. Kalum 
(am.Tu, F-g0Ju I 
1978' FORD B RONCO 4x4 c.w 
- 5 radial all terrain tires. 
Tinted windows. AM-FM 
• . ' :,: t 
1 1 ' ' ~,  Her,M, Tuesday, June 10,.1980, Page r~ ~ 
Vapor  B artii+  I s ; r  AM '+'ust .+  .... .... + +"  + + , :  
DO i REALLY NEED A VA- " If you =e ahout to add lnsula- facinsonbnthsid~but0"ly0°e++ "i'-~::.+~ :~!L!:':: 
of these is a vapour ba~:rler; .If • ;':i+++':~ -';/ -' : 
these d0uble.Faced ballS:were In- " :~. -. : : 
POUR BARRIER? IF ' SO,  
HOW DO I INSTALL ITAS I 
HAVE AN OLDER" HOME; 
cassette stereo Phone 635% THAT ALREADYHAS SOME 
30~. : INSULATION IN_THE AT- 
(cffn.2•6~0) TIC? 
1978 % TON pk:kup. V•8 
Auto. 2 gas tanks and 
"new top. Can be viewed 
at Terrace Chrysler's lot. 
Contact Bob at Scotia 
Bank concerning bids. 635. 
2261. 
(cffn•2.6.gO) 
1973 JIMMY 4x4. In good 
running cenditlon. S1,000 
Phone 635•2495 a" 635.6263. 
(cffn.2.6-80) 
1980 DODGE VAN4 on floor, 
4,000 highway miles. 
Asking 57400. Phone 6~. 
9056 after 5 p.m: (l~-lOl) 
1964 HEAVY duty Ford F250 
ton pickup. 352 cu. Inch. 
Immaculate condition with 
10' camper. $5500 OBO. 
Call A1'638-8319 or 635.2B81. 
(cffnA~-e0) 
1975 FORD pickup t/a ton. 
63,000 miles. Good con- 
Householder in Sydney, N.S. 
Yes,. a vapour barrier is a 
must, Since it prevents ~oisture 
from passing through and con- 
densing inside the walls of your 
home. Moisture can reduce the 
effective n(ss" of your insulation 
and, in extreme cases• cause dry 
rot. 
Install the vapour barrier (6 
rail polyethylene is recommend- 
ed) on the healed or l-Dam side of 
the insulation. , 
, In older homes where a vapour 
barrier can't be installed without 
rel~lacing the wails, two or three 
coats of oil base, paint, or one 
coat of special vapour barrier 
paint or vinyl wallpaper on walls 
and ceilings will reduce "the 
amount of moisture ntering ]he 
cavity. Be sure toseal all cracks 
including those around plumbing 
vents and electrical fixtures. 
Weatherstrip the attic hatch or 
door. " - 
lion to your attic, check to see if 
there is alreadY' a vapour barrier. 
If mineral or gl:~ss fibre baits correctly installed+ i.e..with the : . . 
were used. check for a tar-im. -asphalt. vapour barriel' on the]" i.+i:.i 
pregnated or wax.coated kraft , cold side, they should be turned; . . . . . . .  
paper vapour barrier. (Black Mak~ sure that the vapour bar- 
building papers are.not effective tier faces the .warm side, before • : 
vapour barriers.) Some baits are adding another layer of insuis- /: - : ." 
manufactured with a paper lion. " 
~ . '  - - '.:;::':/C:": i!' i "i 
, :::".'.: 
:, + '  li 
dillon. Phone after 4 p.m. 
632•51. tcs.1ol) , Th ink ing  of Conver t ing  
1978 FORD Bronco 4x4 c-w 5 
radial all terrain tires. 
Tinted windows. AM-FM 
cassette stereo. Phone 63J'- 
3O49. 
(ctfn-28-05-80) 
1973 FORD GALAXI  500, 2 
tO Natura l  Gas? 
As oil prices oar, and the dan- amount of fuel you are now con• 
ger of supply interruption con- suming (in gallons, kWh or cubic 
tinues, you ma)' be one of the feet) b~( the conversiOn factor 
many Canadians considering - shown in the table. Then multi- 
converting from an oil to a gas ply that amount by the unit cost 
• furnace Or perhaps switching ' ~of the'ali~frtative fuel (use i~rices . , • . / 
to electrical heating seems hke a in your area). , 
wise move. However, do remem- 
If you are considering convert- 
ing to natural gas, you should be 
aware that the lower tempera- 
tures and higher moisture con- 
tent of the flue gases produced in. 
natural gas:fired systems can 
lead to condensation i'n and de- 
door hardtop. V8 
automatic. Power steering 
and power brakes. A i r  
conditioning.' AM.FN~ 
stereo rad io  with". 
tapedeck. Needs some 
work but Is in generally 
good running condition. 
Full price $650. Phone 798: 
22M after 6 P.M. 
(cffn.2-6.eO) 
12x65. 3 BR. ~ mobile home. 
Partially furnished 
$11,000. Phone 635.3733. 
(p443Ju) 
.FOR SALE by orlglnal 
owner. 1973 12x~ Atco 
Slorra moblie home• • 3 
BRs, - seml furnished - 
unlque front room. kltchen 
ssparetlon - sk(rtad & very 
wall blocked ..trl axle wlth 
good tlrea - steel' utlllty 
shad wlth floor, All In very 
good condltlon set up at 
." No~ 29 Tlmberlend Traller-, 
Court. Asking •S17,000. 
Phone 635.9706 after 6 p.m. 
(c14.30Ju) 
ber that conversions may save 
oil, but they still use energy. 
There are many factors to take 
into account when considering 
the various heating fuels --a ma- 
jor one being cost.. Before you 
switch to another fuel, you 
.~hould investigate ways to redu.ce 
your heating bill by increasing 
the efficiency o f  your existing 
"system". Insulating and simply 
turning down your thermostat/ 
are two ways of substantially re- 
ducing your fuel bill. In which 
(:ase. the advantage of switching 
to another fuel may be signifi- 
cantly lessened. 
,: "+/?  
But will changing fuels actual- 
ly save you money? And if so. 
how mu(~h? 
To determine the cost of using 
another fuel, use the following 
table to help you convert the 
FOR SALE one 10'.34' trailor amount of fuel you use into the 
In excellent condition price equivalent amount of an alterna- 
Very reasonable. Only live fuel., Simply mnltiply the 
Intrested parties phone 
after 5 pm 63&8366. 
(p5.27) 
6g'GENERAL 12x55 2 
bedroom. Stove, frldge and 
dryer. Porch, leeY ihed 
and skirting. 011 and 
propane tanks. ST, O00. 
Phone 635-3380. (p3. 
10,12,13l) 
1972 12X52 STATEMAN 
mobile hence. 2 BR's. 
Frldge & Stove & dish- 
washer. 635.439.4 635•3193• 
(p10.18Ju) 
"31 FT. AIRSTREAM trailer. 
Fully equipped. View et 
5135 McConnell or call 
after 5:00 .635-4380.  
(c10-11Ju) 
1978 LEISURE Craft  tent 
'trailer. Sleeps 6 to 8. 
$1.~0.00. Rhone 849-&105. 
1972 CHEV Va ton Camper 
Van.307 standard; Mars & 
Headers. Stove, Furnace &: 
Ice box. Sunroof & 
tap, deck Asking $3800. 
Phone 635.4809 or 635.6770. 
(c) 
19611 FORD PICKUP In good 
oonditlen with '76 Tray, L- 1978 LEISURE Craft tent 
Mate • camper. With 
hydraulic lift,off, AC.DC 
• stove, frlclge. Phone 635- 
d003,. Asking $4500. 
(pO.13Ju) 
COMPLETE-  reedy to go. 
9' Vanguard camper end 
ton Chev Camper 
, Special $6,600. 635-5439 
evenings. 
(ps.16Ju) 
FOR SALE-- 1972 Chov half- 
ton van, 307 standard, 
mars & headm;s. Stove, 
furnace, Ice box, sun.roof 
end tape deck. Great for 
camping • & cruising, 
asking $3,800. Phone 635. 
4809 or 635.6770. 
(cs.16Ju). 
1976 STH WHEELTralIor air 
conditioning, 3 way frlclge, 
propane stove, oyen, 
furnace and water heater. 
Ph. 635.9430. 
(p7•13Ju) 
13 FT. FIBREGLASS 
Trillium travel trailer. 
Like new condition. Phone 
6362~W;0 after 5 p.m. (c7• 
131) 
HAVE I GOT e deal Mr youl 
. 23' Ford OK motor 
' homo. Still has 10 months 
warranty with Ford Co. 
Gate 10 mpg. Tilt steering 
and cruise control. CB 
radio, 2 cassette stereos, 
air conditioning, tub and 
shower. Been used 2 
months. Asklr~ $24,000. 
View at 4624 Scott, 
Terrace. (I)5-1111 
trafler. Sleeps 6 to O. 
$1500.00. or trade for smbll 
car Phone lb19-~05. 
HALF MORGAN thorough. 
bred, half Apaloosa. 3 
years old. Excellent 
gymkhana horse. Only 
ex~rlenced horse person. 
should be Interested. $1200. 
Phone 635.9400 evenings. 
(c5.101) 
1913 FOliO FIOKUP I 
v,, .o,o '2000 good condition 
1910 BRONO0 + 
+*" '5800 V8, auto, 
I I  01Vl0 118 HONDA 
2 dr. hatchback, 
'+"  *4400 radio :---  
1918 HONDA 01Vl0 
S spd., 
hatchback, lddHt i f l i  
excellerd cond.. WlIUIPW 
:1014 V0LKSWAGEN 
s}ation wegon Sq'Eflf l  
1013 .VOLVO. 
142: S~len 
CONVERSION FACTORS 
I cu. ft. of Natural Gas - -  .0060 gal. of Oil 
I cu. ft. of Natural Gas - -  .0092 gal. of ProlSane" : 
i cu. ft. of Natural Gas ---  .1700 kWh of Electricity • 
I gal. of Oil - -  166.6 cu. ft. of Natural Gas 
1 gal• of Oil -- 1.52 gal. " of Propane 
I gal.;of Oil - -  29.2 kWh of Electricity 
I gal. of ProPane - -  ,109'cu. f t . .  of Natural (3as 
I gal. of Propane ~ .654 gal. of Oil 
I gal. of Propane - -  19.2 kwh of EleCtricity 
I kWh of Electricity - -  5.69 cu. ft. of Natural Oas 
I I~Wh of Electricity . . . .  034 gal. of Oil' 
I kWh of Electricit~ - -  ,052 gal. of Propane 
Once you've calculated the" terioration'of a brick chimney.', 
cost of using an alternative fuel,, In mosl cases, this can be avoid- 
the actual cost of com, ersion ed~by the installation'of a steel 
must then b~ taken into account, chimney liner. Be sure to include 
"Consult local+fuel dealers to get the cost of theliner and its instal- 
estimates on the cost .of conver- lation in your conversion calcula- 
sion and+then divide this cost by lions., . . ~ 
the total savings to get a rough' 
idea.of the payback per iod.  Conversion to natural! g~s is 
often carried out by changing 
CLEAN INSIDE T00! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
only the burner in the furnace. 
Howev+r,.if you are thinking of 
replacing your entire furnace and 
are looking at gas, you may, want 
to consider purchasing a new 
high efficiency gas furnace. 
These + furnaces, which are 90%- 
95o/o efficient, compared to the 
60% efficiency rating in conven- 
tional gas furnaces,' should be 
available within the year..+ 
But, whichever fuel you 
choose, the supply i~ finite and" 
reducing, as much, as i~ossible. 
the quantity you use not only 
saves you money, but stretches 
Canada's reserves. 
AUCTION SALE 
SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 
. l 1 :O0 AM 
"Sons of Norway Lodge, Pabor Lake, 
Prince George 
Large boats & trailers, canoes, 
campers, tents, 4xA's, complete line 
of power and hand tools. Consign 
now. For further Information - 963- 
9127 
+ANTIQUE SALE 
on Sunday, June 15 
at 1:00 p.m. 
at 1220 4th Ave., Across 
Safeco. 
Antique Furniture, brass, 
collectlbles. 
from 
glass, 
Sen oar cmplete line 
at Jeeps, AMC, Mazda's 
and Honda's 
(A vehicle for every use) 
1076 MUSTANG II 
y62dr'autohardt°p '320  
n ~  
1.10nv,L., 
;4"/0 Low mileage 
1078 FAIRMOGT 
Station Wagon. 
o,,.. ,670 Low mileage 
m m ~ ~ m  
IO701NTERGATION 
Scout 
,x,*+'"* '530 
19T8 016 JEEP 
$Og11 
071K&0 lS' GOAT 
Includes 
Trailer 
t / 
Pege 10, The Hem--1;~uesday, June 10/1900 .
[!I) g [],g ([b [lg g 
MONACO CONSTRUCTION 
NEW General Cont ract? r  
, Residential .. 
" . commercial 
Free estimates "~ Renovations 
We also do brick & stonework 
638-1787 TERRACE. B.C. 635-3828 
J &P LOG HOMES "- 
- Custom home" specialists 
- round wood construction 
- t imber f raming ,  restoration 
'- finish carpentry -, c ons01flng 
- blue prints 
Evenings cal l  656-9679 
Con"nenta/Co#ures 
4545 Lakelsa Ave .~.~,  - 
.For experrha.lrcuts and. [ ~ i i i ~  
up to clam Mlrstgllng. ~ 
.Introcluclng a full line of ~"  
•REDKEN pr0ducts. ' ~' J~,~;~ -- 
i RK" s qual, y what you .,ant?' 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
N~:rame supplies, hand em~oldered tablecloths, 
custom o~der wood crdfled wall plaques . 
Monday. Frlcby.9 a.m..gp.m. 
, . Saturcby.9a.m.-6p.m. 
4111TETRAULT ALLWEST CENTRE 639.1645 
TERRACE PLUMBING 
&.HEATING. 
NEW Cont ractor /  
. Residential • - Commercial 
. Industrial , - Renovations ' 
Free Estimates 
635-3828, . 638-1787 
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE.PLUMBINGSUPPLIES PUMPS 
' HOSES. NUTSANDBOLT5 FENCING 
WATER SDF TE NE R$ AND/~ORE " 
' 5235.Ke i th .Ave .ue  - ,ea, ~ - , , ,0 .  
" 635-7155 
)x. .  
Skeena Junior Secondary School' drama thetradltlon of Agatha Chrlstlethrl l lers, Prime 
department, wllhbe shown Friday, June 13 and Time CrlmeJs directed by Brian Koven, drama 
Friday, June 21; both shows at 8 p.m.'In the teacher at the school. - . . . .  ' 
One art centre enjoys 
p-opul.arit.y an.d weal"th. 
By JAMES N~ON Shsw's business and draw are expectS.to earn about.: B01sh0i ballet perfoi'med 
LEWISTON, N:Y. (CP) --. heavily on Canadian traffic, half their operating expenses there .last' year /and ~ the  
While executives of At first; Artpark politely at the box office. In fact, the National Ballet of. Canada 
Canadian performing and avoided.making a direct well-established big summer will be appearing this sea- 
visualarts organizations fret pitch [or Canadian operations llke the Shaw and" son. . . . . .  
about rising prices, tight audiences. B/R now it has Stratford Festivala bring in a The outdoor activities of 
budgets and huge deficits, a - publicity people in Toronto good deal more than that. Artpark centre around the 
beomingarts centre in this and is advertising in M id land ,  •br ie f ing  ArtEi,  a 15-metre-wide 
GLACIER "" - - - - - - - - - - - -  f', IIMEN L I  ME '"' *~""'"::. town, just across the Ca- . Canadian media, assuring 
E~,  uadian border near~ Niagara the Shaw Festiv.al it is not in 
~m0~ Falls, seems to feel no pinch direct competition with it. • CONT, RACTING . at  a l l .  I 
"~ _K~ 4411 Lille l ime ~ 6 3 5 - 3 7 7 9 ~  
A . ~ lorr,¢l, B.C. Roads, I:flastlng, excavating, earth moving, gravel, 
rock, site preparations, water wells & land clearing. 
HOURLY OR CONTRACT s# 
S ' A Complete Glass.and No Job TOO Bigor TooSmall 
Aluminum Service 798-2429 . . . . . . .  MobllePh. 2R065': r  eO,, to.compete wi~ the Shaw 
• ; Festival, which 'has a far 
. . . . .  ' " "' 9"  a better theatre for plays. 
VAN'S ,00NTRAOTIH . 8~'~'~_ , .  IAMESGRAY spokesman said. ~ , . _  . .O ld  Lakdse  Road Th  concept at Artpark is 
.=,O,:,:.~S,ONA,. ~ ~ ~  " free as long as they don't. 
L._~lostmtbos, Ilepe Chests 
~ Cotton Mat0 Furniture. 1ofiaitilill ~,n^a,~ 
CARPET ~* FLOORING~~ t J general manager of the Brooklyn Academy of Musk 
"~'~ ?'  illeral Ililllili Celtrlctil| INSTALLATION ~ ~  UALIT' 
3610 S, Kalum §3§-§§8§ Terraoe YOU SUPPLY  / WE INSTALL  ~ Art 
It has a 2,400-seat opera 
house and concert hall and a 
200-acre park devoted to 
painting, sculpture and 
R'indred arts that draw 
crowds from June to Sep- 
tember totalling half a mil- 
Llion people. .. 
They a~b t'amtly crowds, 
• pay~0nly $1.50 to park 
. ca~ ~-.: no'matter how 
nany are in the vehicle --  
Nea York State's office of 
parks and recreation. 
• Artpark is almost within 
sight of the Shaw Festival 
and, if they want to go into 
"(~ the theatre, no more than $6 
; a seat. Toddlers able to sit on 
someone's lap are admitted 
occupy a seat. 
All this costs about $215- 
million a year and two-thirds 
III of the budget is covered by 
FREE 
IEBAC£ MIEL lIFT ¢£11TIFiCAIES 
For these items 
, bm tooth , Imr claws 
, wen toUt ,hover teeth 
, ImSl Ir lilt Iltlers to,no,sir pair) 
AvslNd~le at Ihe front desk of the 
' ltl!m reEL 
O& L PAINTING 
INTERIOR - EXTERIOR - RESIDENTIAL  - COMMERCIAL  
~pECIALIZlNG IN ~AND BI-AgTING & INDUSTRIAl. COATINGB 
• FREE ESTIMATES 
3421 RIVER DR. 
ODD AND LEIF TERRACE. B.C. 
; NICOLAYSEN PHONE 635.4569 
/ 
D - J CONTRACTING 
Stucco ond Drywoll 
t 
Contrcctors 
,. .FREE ESTIMATES 
Phone' Elza 635-3170, or SeaR 635.4385 
4829 Olson Ave.,  Terrace, B.C. 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
Theatre at Niagara-On-The- 
lake, Ont. When it opened 
seven years ago, there were 
fears tl/at it could cut into 
Artpark's theatre presents 
musicals, operas, ballet, the office's idea in sponsoring 
popular and classi.eal con- Artpark is that it should be 
certs, but no plays. The $7.2- accessible to all. Ticket 
million opera house and prices should be kept 
concert hall has magnificent comparable with what 
acoustics for musical • shows people'pay for othei'.kinds of
but is not sulta.ble for plays, recreation. 
"Whey shoul~i.we even try" He noted that only a couple 
of mi|es away there is a state 
"  park"~nd public swimming' 
• pool Which ~:harges50 cents 
admission. But for every 
that Lt is a recreation area 
where families can come and 
taste theatre in their various 
forms or simply have a 
picnic, go fishing, or sun 
themselves on the lawn. 
David Midland, former 
the 
[ ic 
who has been executive 
director of Artpark since it 
opened, says the box office 
pays only about 25 per cent of 
the cost of running the place. 
This is a far cry from 
Canadian arts organizations 
~,vhich, as a rule of thumb, 
. ," ~'. _,~'tm~ 7 - ' J '#. ,mP:,w,~ . ..~.,r ~.~  s ~-, - - -  " m~"  ~ "  ~' -~- ' ,~- - - -   - " ' .  - - . . 
RESIDENTIAL•  COMMERCIAL ,  INDUSTRIAL 
RENOVATIONS• ADDITIONS -FRAMING 
HOIIITAIII CONSTRUCTION 
SPECIALIZING IN QUAL ITY  BUILT HOMES 
FREE ESTIMATES 
PAUL ARSENAULT 3145 River Drive 
Phone 635-3959 Terrace. B. C. 
LARRY ELDERKIN 
SALESMAN 
PRINCE GEORGEPETERBILT 
Branch of Petekbilt of Canada 
DIVlMON OI ~ O! CANADA |~O 
3985 - 22rid AVENUE' 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. TEL.(604) 562-9155 
V2N 1 e? RES.(604) 564.1984 
DERKSEN'S 
WATOH REPAIRS 
• Watch & iewellry repair and engraving 
• Fine stock of watch bracelets & straps 
636.463e 
7-4621 Lakelse Ave. (above fqorthland Dell) 
Canadian reporters at. covered walkway ambling 
tending the recent opening of •120 metres down a hillside 
the Shaw Festival, said the where painters, sculptors 
New York State recreation and craftsmen work on and 
display their creations. 
The appeal here is for 
people who feel intimidated 
by the formality of, art 
galleries. In Ar.tEl, they can 
wander about freely sample 
~rson,using that pool, the 
state pays another $I 
towards the cost of its 
upkeep. Midland says that 
ratio between public price 
and state subsidy prevails 
through most of, North 
Amer ica 's  recreat io ,  
facilities. ~' 
SO why shouldn't it apply 
to the arts? For a minimum 
$3 and a maximum $6, 
visitors to Artpark can see 
performances by both rising 
young stars and the big 
established companies, for 
which one would pay $50 a 
seat in New York. The 
various art forms, talk to the. 
artists and watch them at 
work. 
Young Canadian artists 
from diverse fields-- dancer • 
Kathryn "/Brown,i A iko 
Suzuki, who works in fibres, 
•Soan O'Hulgin, in words, and 
Ann Southam, in sound - -  
are taking over ArtEl for the 
last week of June to present 
an unusual 'manifestation f 
art combining their forms. 
. Midland says the main 
appeal of Artpark is that it is 
oriented towards fami ly 
aetivits/. It is cheaper to take 
children to Artpark than to  
leave them at home and hire 
a baby-sitter. 
That is one way of over- 
coming the barriers ,to 
getting people interested in 
the arts. 
He took risks to write book 
By ALISON HARE 
The Canadian Press 
Michael Carin risked life 
and limb on the Atlantic 
Ocean to write his first 
novel, Five Hundred Keys. 
He and two others battled 
fierce gales and gut- 
wrenching waves aboard a•  
Newfoundland long-liner. 
He wrestled with the wheel- 
through seemingly endless 
shifts, watched the ~,vater 
supply dwindle and waited in 
vain for land to appear-on the 
horizon ' - -  all the while 
wishing he were anywhere 
bet adrift on the ocean. 
Carlo, now 29, has written 
the adventure of five years 
ago into his novel, replacing 
himself with a character 
named Richard Kaplyn. 
Carin and Kaplyn are, for 
all intents and purposes, one 
and the same, the authe~ 
said in an interview, and the 
adventure is authentic in 
every detail except perhaps 
one ,  , ' 
Kaplyn was helping to 
smuggle hashish, 50~ kilos of 
the precious brand known as 
zero-zero:. 
Carin won't say whether 
he was. 
But there is more to the 
story than the ocean .ad- 
venture. It is a reflection on 
student activism and the 
drug scene in file late 1960s, 
an analysis of how drugs 
dulled the studepts' rebel- 
liousness and. eventually put 
it to sleep. 
Abraham David, a 
Sepherdic Jew who wears a 
Broken dolls are her life 
OWEN SOUND, Ont. (CP) 
- -  ]Dolls discarded in the 
local dump don't stay there 
long - -  not if Leonie" O'Hara 
has anything to do with it. 
Mrs. O'Hara, 83, who lives 
with her daughter and son- 
inlaw Mr. and Mrs. Howard 
LaRock, takes the discarded 
dolls LaRock finds in the 
dump, repairs their broken 
limbs and dresses them. 
Some she gives away, 
others are sold at auctions 
"and- about 60 share, her 
bedroom. 
Much of the fabrics and 
lace she uses to dress the 
dolls also come from the 
~ump: It takes her two or 
three hours to sew clothes for 
a large dolland more time 
for a little one, "because 
they are fussier." 
The finished product is 
complete with underclothes, 
dresses, crocheted booties, 
nighties, hats, ribbons and. 
jewelry. 
One of her three bride dolls 
is; dressed in fabric from an 
actual wedding own, which 
was also found in the dump. 
Lend a hand... 
to c lean 
our land 
Keep Canada 
Beautiful 
dark blue skullcap atop his" 
blazing red hair, is the im- 
passioned leader who incites • 
the students of McGill 
University to rebellion. ' 
But when the rebellion 
founders into lethargy, 
David begins meticulously 
plotting ~the drug operation. 
He abhors the very thought 
of smoking, "fails to un- 
derstand the drug scene but 
sees the operation as a way 
of raising a war chest for his 
political cause. ~ 
Phil, who lives as far as 
• possible by his own rules; 
Xenes Lazar, a schemer in 
his own right; Teresa, part- 
nobilityl part.gypsy, and 
Stefan, a strange f igure 
whose love is carpentry and  
whose business i s  dope 
dealing, are other charac- 
ters in the novel. 
Once Kaplyn joins the 
crew the element of ad- 
venture overwhelms all else. 
• For a time Kaplyn even 
forgets about the $2.mlllion 
cargo which,. Carin says, 
illustrates that "the voyage 
itself is a testi&ony to the 
spirit and "temerity of the 
times."- 
Carlo himself says he was 
vitalized by the experience. 
He embarked on it knowing 
be needed the adventure to 
build a book around. 
Kaplyn, a would-be writer, 
did the same, although be 
had for a time believed he 
could• write by intellect 
alone. 
"Am I supposed to make 
commitments with my 
nervous system or my 
digestive system?" he had 
asked: 
Sufferinga detested diet of 
sardines, the diesel stench of 
a long-liner, the vagaries of 
the ocean and perhaps 
risking a ledgthy prison term 
for trafficking is no doubt a 
nervous and digestive 
commitment. 
